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This study explored the evolution of Denton's VHF educa-

tional television assignment Channel 2, from its inception on

April 14, 1952, to September 2, 1977. The problem was to

discern why the channel remained inactive for twenty-five

years. Chapters explore the attempts of broadcast interests

to acquire control of the channel, and discuss why they were

unsuccessful.

The study concludes that a lack of finances, combined

with the apathy and self-interests of Denton's educational

leaders, prevented the channel's utilization. Federal Com-

munications Commission policy allowed Denton's educators more

time to raise money for a Denton station. Other conclusions

suggest that the channel not be reassigned and that it be

activated.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background

On April 14, 1952, following extensive investigation,

the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued its

historic Sixth Report and Order. Among its provisions was

the reservation of 242 television channel assignments for

noncommercial educational use. Although pleased, educators

were not sure how long the FCC would continue to reserve

these allocations for them. Fieda Hennock, a member of

the FCC, spoke of indefinitely reserving channels for educa-

tion. The report stated that a reservation of channels was

necessary to ensure that noncommercial stations came into

existence but added that such reservations should not last

for an excessively long period.1 The FCC set a one-year

limit for broadcasters to utilize the channels, after which

it would consider petitions for a change of assignment or

deletion of the reservations. Although the FCC finally

abolished the deadline in 1953, it had made clear its feel-

ings that educational groups should act quickly toward the

utilization of educational television assignments.2 Com-

mercial interests that sought allocations objected to the

Report's channel assignments for educational television.

They argued that commercial stations could make better use
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of these channels, that closed circuit television was all

that education needed, and that educators could not afford

or would not use the channels.

The commercial broadcasters were correct in their pre-

diction; some of the choicest channel assignments remained

unused. Channel 2 in Denton, assigned by the FCC for non-4

commercial broadcasting since 1952, is one such case. In

the desirable Very High Frequency (VHF) part of the spectrum,

it was not activated or reassigned.

The Channel 2 allocation was intended initially to be

part of a statewide university educational network, but it

never materialized.3 This network was proposed to link four

regional educational networks: The Western Information Net-

work (WIN) based in Lubbock, the Association for Graduate

Education and Research network (TAGER) with headquarters in

Richardson, the Texas Educational Microwave project of

Killeen, (later renamed the Texas Educational Media Program

(TEMP), and "the Southeastern Communication Association,

originally based in Beaumont, but now dissolved. Channel 2,

when activated, was to contribute programs to this statewide

system. The possibility of a network such as this is'still

being discussed, but the twenty-five-year-old conflict con-

cerning which region will produce programming for the system

continues to prevent the interconnection necessary for it

to operate.4

It has been suggested that Channel 2 might have been

activated if Denton's two state-supported institutions of
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higher learning, Texas Woman's University (TWU), and North

Texas State University (NTSU), could have cooperated in a

joint venture to utilize the assignment. One major obstacle

was that of finance.

J. C. Matthews, president emeritus of NTSU (1951-1968),

stated that the University had never used the Channel 2 allo-

cation because setting up a station was too costly and because

other priorities dictated that university funds be channeled

into other areas.5 During his administration, he said, he

hoped to utilize the assignment for educational purposes.

Denton's three educational institutions--the two universities,

and the public school system--sent letters to the FCC, indi-

cating their intent to use the channel eventually. After

outside interests sought to have the channel reassigned by

petitioning the FCC in 1956, the educators acted by sending

joint petitions to the FCC, stating why the channel should

not be reallocated.

In addition to financial problems, the Channel 2 allo-

cation faced the opposition of commercial interests who

coveted this valuable VHF channel. From 1956 to 1959, FCC

legal documents recorded several major attempts by commer-

cial interests to gain control of the channel. Gregg Tele-

vision Company of lJongview, Texas, 160 miles eastJof Denton,

began litigation on September 12, 1956, by filing a petition

to delete Channel 2 from Denton and to reassign it to Long-

view for commercial use.6 Harwell V. Shepard of Denton,

sought to make the channel available for commercial use in
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Denton by filing a petition on October 9, 1956. The Brown

County Broadcasting Company of Brownwood, Texas filed a

counterproposal on January 30, 1957, seeking to have the

Channel 2 allocation reassigned to both Brownwood and Long-

view. Brownwood is 162 miles south of Denton. The North

Star Broadcasting Company of Cooper, Texas petitioned the

FCC in 1957, suggesting it should be given the Channel 2

assignment. Cooper is eighty-one miles northeast of Denton.

Under the mounting pressure from these broadcast com-

panies, the presidents of Denton's two universities and the

superintendent of the Denton Independent School District

felt compelled to act. They filed their first petition with

the FCC in 1956, opposing any bids for Channel 2's reassign-

ment. After the submission of counterproposals, the FCC, in

1959, concluded that the public would best be served by

retaining Channel 2 in Denton for noncommercial use. In

spite of this decision, the Texas State Network, at that

time licensee of Channel 11, (then KFJZ), in Fort Worth,

petitioned the FCC in 1959 to move Channel 2; the request

was denied.

After the denial of this petition, little interest was

shown in Denton in activating Channel 2 until 1974, when

President C. C. Nolen of NTSU appointed a task force to

study the possibility of the university's activating the

allocation. The task force reported that the North Texas

Foundation for Public Broadcasting7 (licensee of KERA, Channel

13 in Dallas), had discussed the possibility of licensing and

establishing a public broadcasting television station.8
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Nolen said the task force concluded that an NTSU Channel

2 television station would not be possible because of the

substantial costs,9 especially because of the section in the

Texas Legislature's appropriations bill forbidding the use

of state funds to build and operate television stations.10

Consequently, the task force concluded that the best way

to utilize the allocation would be to purchase air time on

Channel 2 from the North Texas Foundation for Public Broad-

casting, should it be assigned the channel.

On February 17, 1977, KERA filed an application with

the FCC for a license to operate Channel 2. President

Mary Evelyn Huey of TWU, Denton School Superintendent Robert

McGee, and Nolen said they would oppose reassignment of

Channel 2 while they studied the feasibility of finding

money to build an educational television station in Denton.12

After nearly twenty-five years of opposing interests seeking

to control and utilize Channel 2, the stage was set for yet

another conflict.

Subsequent revisions of the initial Sixth Report reserved

130 VHF and 537 UHF channels for noncommercial educational

television (ETV) use. As of June 1976, 260 of the total of

667 ETV assignments were in operation.1 3 Thirty nonactivated

VHF allocations remained throughout the country.l4

The Sixth Report and Order justified reserving educational

channels by pointing out that educators would need more time

than business firms to get their stations approved, financed,

and operational.1 5 Commercial interests had said that educa-
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tors would not be able to !use assigned channels. Protracted

legal battles were fought to protect dormant educational

reservations from attack by commerical companies.

The Sixth Report foresaw that if educational institu-

tions "unite in a cooperative effort somewhat novel problems

may arise."16 But as exemplified by the investigation of

Channel 2, problems preventing the channel's utilization were

hardly novel. It is significant that, after nearly twenty-

five years, the channel was not utilized or reassigned.

Problem

The problem of this study was to discern the reasons

for this nonuse of one of the most valuable assignments in

the broadcast spectrum.

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis was to record and to examine

the allocation of Channel 2 for use by North Texas State

University, Texas Woman's University, and the Denton Indepen-

dent School District, and to determine why the channel remained

inactive for nearly a quarter of a century.

Procedure

The procedure of this study took the form of historical

and critical research. Primary sources such as legal briefs,

FCC reports, contemporary newspaper articles, and the FCC

opinions were utilized to delineate the history of Denton's

Channel 2. On-site research of personal letters and records
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was conducted. Interviews were conducted with university

and community officials, FCC personnel, and representatives

of KERA Channel 13 in Dallas.

Recent and Related Research

Research relating to the history of Channel 2 is non-

existent. The present study is the first to consider the

channel's history in depth. FCC opinions and legal briefs

were utilized to deal with historical legal implications

relevant to Channel 2.

Scope and Limitations of the Research

This study explored the evolvement of Channel 2 from

its inception to September 2, 1977, when the last substantive

legal petition pertinent to the Channel was filed with the

FCC during that year. The research scrutinized attempts by

broadcast interests to acquire control of the allocation.

Concurrently, the attempts of Denton's educators and civil

leaders to retain the channel for Denton were analyzed.

The study sought to discover why these outside interests

wanted control of the channel, and why they were unsuccessful

in their attempts to get it.

Definition of Terms

Very High Frequency; That portion of the Television spectrum

that comprises channels 2 through 13.

Allocation: Assignment of a television channel to a community

by the Federal Communications Commission.
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CHAPTER II

FROM ALLOCATION TO DORMANCY

In 1952, the FCC allocated Channel 2 to Denton as a

"primarily educational center."' The channel was envisaged

as part of a statewide university network, but that vision

never materialized. Since its assignment, Denton's educa-

tional institutions did little with the channel except to

protect it from commercial operators who sought periodically

to take it over.

Gregg Television Incorporated, of Longview, Texas, was

the first to make a serious attempt to acquire control of

the channel for commercial broadcasting. On September 12,

1956, Gregg filed a petition with the FCC to delete Channel

2 from Denton and to reassign it to Longview for commercial

use. In support of its proposal, Gregg said that there had

been no plans by any educational interests in Denton to

construct an educational station. Gregg said that the Denton

School Board had not formally discussed the matter and that

the Board of Regents at North Texas State College (NTSC)

and Texas State College for Women (TSCW), as the universities

were then called, had not requested authorization for the

construction or operation of a station on Channel 2. Gregg

said that the educators in Denton were not planning to use

the channel in the near future, and that there was a need for

10
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a commercial channel in Longview. The petition stated that

Longview had no local television service, and that the ser-

vice received from a Shreveport, Louisiana station was not

relevant to the needs of the city. Gregg said that Denton

received service from four stations in Fort Worth and Dallas

and that Longview was the largest Texas community without

local service. It was Gregg's hope that the reassignment

of Channel 2 would solve this problem. Other parties had

their own ideas, however.2

One of these, Harwell V. Shepard of Denton, filed a

petition with the FCC on October 9, 1956, requesting that

Channel 17, a UHF channel assigned by the FCC for commercial

operation in Denton, be reallocated for educational purposes.

Shepard sought commercial use of Channel 2 in Denton, and

asserted that even if the switch were made, Denton's educa-

tional interests could not build or maintain an educational

station in the forseeable future. He contended his plan

to offer free time to the educational institutions
[would] fully utilize the channel, offer programs
that [would] otherwise be neglected, provide an
outlet for small merchants who cannot advertise on
the metropolitan stations because of costs, and
give Denton a local television service.3

Shepard said that the Longview representatives seeking

Channel 2 represented a small town that was then served by

three television signals. He said

that UHF channels 32 and 38 could be utilized in
Longview; that all the receivers in the area are
equipped to receive UHF; [and] that there are
onlyy a handful" of UHF receivers 4n Denton and
a 70% saturation of VHF receivers.
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For these reasons, it was Shepard's contention that he,

rather than Gregg Television or the educational interests

in Denton, should be assigned Channel 2.

While Shepard's petition was being considered, the

presidents of TSCW and NTSC and the superintendent of schools

for the DISD filed a petitionoof joint opposition to the

Gregg petition on October 18, 1956. The Denton educators

said that faculty members and committees had been studying

the problem of utilizing Channel 2. They said:

TSCW for a number of years produced regularly
scheduled radio and TV programsof a purely
educational nature; that the board of regents
had authorized the College Architect to begin
studies leading to the preparation of plans
and specifications for a number of buildings
to be erected in 1958, specifically including
a "Radio and TV facility and Theatre."5

They also pointed out that for a number of years, NTSC and

TSCW had sponsored a state radio program written and pro-

duced weekly on a state radio system. NTSC stated that it

offered several radio and television courses and participated

in several programs each year. Other statements noted that

preliminary steps had been taken by the administration of

the DISD in preparation for the operation of an educational

television station in Denton. The administration said that

a television committee had been established with members

attending district and state meetings concerned with television

in the public schools. Other assertions suggested that, in

planning the new high school, the necessity of installing

lighting for television in the school's auditorium had been

taken into account. The Denton Public School System stipu-
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lated that it was financially unable to help in the construc-

tion of a station, but that it intended to be of financial

assistance eventually if a station were built and operated.

The petition indicated that Denton's three educational

institutions had secured the services of an engineering

consultant to make a preliminary survey estimating the costs

for construction and operation of a station. The petition

stated that the reassignment of Channel 2 would prevent

Denton from making a contribution to a statewide system,

thereby handicapping the proposed establishment of a state-

wide educational network.6

On October 29, 1956, Gregg filed a reply to Denton's

opposition, suggesting to the FCC that the administrative

heads of Denton's educational institutions did not have the

authority or the funds to commit their schools to a program

involving the construction and operation of a television

station.7

Gregg's attorneys pointed out that the only source of

funds available to the two colleges in Denton was the State

of Texas*8 The DISD, in its opposition petition, clearly

indicated that it had no funds for television. Gregg sug-

gested that the colleges had not requested budget funds from

the state, for the construction of a television station in

Denton for the biennial period beginning September 1, 1957,

and ending August 31, 1959.9

Gregg's attorneys found this unusual because the Denton

educators had claimed that they would file a joint applica-
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tion in 1957 to build a station, and would begin construction

in 1958.10 Gregg posed this question to the FCC:

One may ask, in wonder from whence will come
the money for the application in 1957 and the con-
struction in 1958 if not from a budget covering
1957 to 1959! As heretofore stated, these schools
have no funds save as budgeted and approved by
the Texas State Legislature.11

Gregg argued that even if the colleges had requested

funds for a station they would have been turned down as a

matter of state policy. To support this assertion, Gregg's

attorneys produced a letter from Vernon A. McGee, legislative

budget director for the State of Texas. McGee wrote:

The policy line drawn by legislative budget
staff, and thus far accepted by college presidents
and generally supported by Texas Legislatures, has
been simply this: Avoid state financing and direct
operation of TV stations by our colleges and univer-
sities; but countenance courses of study for students
in producing and directing TV programs, and the use
of closed circuits to classrooms for instructional
purposes, where these appear to be fully justified.12

To press the point further, a letter was attached to

the petition from Ben Ramsey, lieutenant governor of Texas.

His letter dated October 23, 1956, stated:

I am perturbed by the allegations made by the
two college presidents that "The Texas State College
for Women and North Texas State College" have neces-
sary financial resources to build and equip the
television facilities needed for operational pur-
poses in educational TV and intend to begin con-
struction in 1958.

Furthermore, as presiding officer of the Texas
Senate for a term that will not expire until 1959,
I do not hesitate to observe that there is posi-
tively no inclination on the part of the state
legislature to furnish funds either for the con-
struction or operation of non-commerical television
stations.13
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Ramsey stated that the construction andioperation of a

television station by a state college "including North Texas

State College and the Texas State College for Women, is of

such a magnitude that authority for such a project would

require a specific act by the state legislature."l1

The FCC was reminded that the control and management

of each college was under the sole jurisdiction of its own

Board of Regents. Gregg attached an affidavit to its

petition which reported the occurrence of conversations

concerning Channel 2 with Reagan Houston III, chairman of

the Board of Regents TSCW, Ben H. Wooten, chairman of the

Board of Regents NTSC; and Don Robinson, chairman of the

Board of Trustees of the DISD. According to Gregg, the

conversations revealed that the Board of Regents for NTSC

and TSCW had not authorized and had no knowledge of funds

for the construction or operation ofatelevision station in

Denton.15  Robinson was reported to have said that his board

had no plans for utilizing Channel 2 by the instal-
lation of a television station for educational pur-
poses or in participating with anyone else in the
building of a television station; that they had no
funds available for such a project and so far as he
knew had no hope jg obtaining any funds in the future
for this purpose.

Gregg concluded the pleading by suggesting it had "irre-

futably established that nothing has been done in over. four

years with a view to constructing an educational television

station to operate on Channel 2 at Denton, Texas."1 7

On October 30, 1956, Gregg filed a petition in opposition

to Harwell V. Shepard, agreeing with Shepard's assertion that
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the continued reservation of Channel 2 for educational pur-

poses could no longer be justified in the public interest.18

Gregg agreed that Denton needed local television service,

but that Channel 2's conversion to commercial use was

unnecessary, because Don Shepard of the Denton Telecasting

Company had filed an application for a construction permit

to operate on Channel 17 in Denton. Gregg reiterated its

claim that Longview was substantially larger than Denton.1 9

Less than a month after this petition had been filed, help

came to Denton's educators from an important source: the

Joint Council for Educational Television (JCET).

October 16, 1950 had been a significant day for the

cause of educational television. It marked the birth of

the Joint Committee (later Council) on Educational Television.20

The Council was formed by a group of educational radio direc-

tors, and officers of the National Association of Educational

Broadcasters (NAEB). The NAEB, formed in 1934, initially

comprised a group of educators who sought to have radio chan-

nels reserved for educational use by the FCC. Their prelim-

inary work in radio set a precedent for action regarding

television.22

By March, 1951, the JCET had emerged as an independent

organization recognized by the FCC as the legal voice of

educational broadcasting. It was an organization whose

members included the NAEB, the American Council on Education,

the Association for Education by Radio, the Association of

Land Grant Colleges, the National Association of State Univer-
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sities, the National Education Organization, and the National

Council of Chief State School Officers.23 The objectives of

the JCET were

to get the tentative [television] reservations made
final; to give legal assistance to educational claim-
ants, as well as information on engineering and con-
struction; to develop new program resources; to serve
education as a policy, advisory and integration unit.
seeking to multiply all the forces at its command
in behalf of its objectives through cooperation with
all groups which seek the same objectives; to develop
general public and educational support for educational
television through all possible channels; and to make
effective a total concern for better educational and
public service performance on the part of the entire
industry.24

The JCET reminded the FCC that "VHF Channel 2 was pro-

posed for reservation for noncommercial educational use

in Denton as a 'primarily educational center.',"26 When the

FCC was considering the reservation of educational channels

for television in 1952, the JCET, NTSC, and TWSC had filed

statements duringthe hearings, indicating their support

and committment for the establishment of a noncommercial

educational station in Denton.27

The JCET reminded the FCC, "Upon numerous occasions, in

the Sixth Report and subsequently, the Commission has stated

that the primary purpose of a reservation of a channel for

educational use is to give educational institutions sufficient

time to make plans and marshal their resources to build

stations."2 8  The FCC was reminded of its statement of Octo-

ber 24, 1956, in which it again emphasized that its "decision

to reserve channels was because the actual process of for-

mulating plans and enacting necessary legislation or making
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adequate financing available is one which will generally

require more time for educational organizations than for

commercial interests. ,29

The thrust of the JCET's-petition was to require that

Gregg's petition be stricken from the record because of its

"intemperate language" and "serious charges against the

character and motives" of the "recognized and respected

educational leaders of Denton." 30

Gregg Television Incorporated replied on November 6,

1956 with an opposition to the JCET motion to strike. Gregg

suggested the JCET be ignored because it "has not challenged,

nor can it challenge, the truth of a single fact set forth

in Gregg's reply."3l Gregg said that the JCET preoccupation

with the language and implication of the reply, was a ploy

to draw attention away from the fact that there were no

prospects that Channel 2 ever would be used for educational

purposes in Denton.32

The JCET struck back on November 13, 1956, filing with

the FCC a resolution adopted by the Board of Regents of NTSC

on November 7, 1956.

Be It Resolved that President Matthews be hereby
requested to explore the possibility of securing
financial aid from a foundation or foundations or
some siihilar source for the erection and operation
of a television station for educational purposes
and also determine the effectiveness of television
stations now being used by other colleges for edu-
cational purposes.

Be It Further Resolved that it is not the intent
of this Board to request financial aid from the State
of Texas in this connection, in any form whatsoever.

Be it Finally Resolved that President Matthews
request the Federal Communications Commission to take
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no action in regard to a reallocation of Channel 2
for a period of six months in order to afford this
board a reasonable time in which to investigate cer-
tain possibilities and reach definite conclusions.33

On November 15, 1956, Gregg responded to the FCC con-

cerning the significance of NTSC's resolution. Gregg took

exception to the vague terminology of the document suggesting

such phrases as "investigate certain possibilities" and

"reach definite conclusions" were unclear and inconclusive.34

Gregg pointed out that President Matthews had signed a

statement, on file with the FCC, that TSCW and NTSC had the

financial resources to build and operate a television station

in Denton. Gregg's attorneys suggested, "It is disturbing

and, indeed unfortunate, that J. C. Matthews should have

made the foregoing representation to the Commission when

he is now only embarking on a venture 'to explore the pos-

sibility of securing financial aid!'"35

Gregg again reminded the FCC that no concrete plans had

been formulated by the Denton educators to build or operate

.36a station.

On November 16, 1956, Denton's educators submitted a

petition of joint opposition to the request of Harwell V.

Shepard for Channel 2.37 In this brief, Denton's educators

presented data supporting their opposition to the Gregg

pleading of September 12. The educators once again told

of their plans to build a station in 1958, and, concerning

programming for the proposed station, they specified:

At first the programs would consist of tele-
courses, informal courses to adults for non-credit,
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programs for class use of public school students,
programs for class use of college students, pro-

grams for children for out-of-class use, and
specialized use of television to help in health
education, guidance into scientific fields, teach-

ing, and other pursuit which are of local, state,
and national concern.3

In response to Shepard's proposal to offer time on

Channel 2 for educational programming, the educators replied:

Educational objectives can not be achieved
over a commercial station and, for this reason,
the educational needs of the Denton area could
not be satisfactorily met over the facilities of
Channel 2 if that channel were permitted to become
a commercial channel. 3 9

The educators pointed out that twenty-four educational

television stations operating throughout the country, were

mostly in larger cities. It was their contention that

Denton, being a smaller community, would require more time

to complete plans and build a station. 4 0

Although this petition was not directed against Gregg,

its attorneys submitted a brief in response on November 20,

1956.41 The Longview corporation apparently wanted to keep

"the record straight in light of the shifting character of

the assertions and pleadings being filed with the Commission."42

Gregg suggested that the FCC review its petitions regard-

ing the Channel 2 issue, and proceeded to expose another

perceived discrepancy in the case of the educators. Gregg

cited a passage in the educators' opposition to Gregg's

original brief which read, "The Texas State College for

Women and North Texas State College have the necessary fin-

ancial resources to build and equip the television facilities."
43

They then alluded to the educators' most recent opposition to
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the Shepard petition where it was stated, "The Texas State

College for Women and North Texas State College expect to

have the necessary financial resources to build and equip

the television facilities.",4 Regarding the discrepancy

Gregg's attorneys stated:

In other words, after Gregg established that
the schools do not "have the necessary financial
resources," it is now lamely suggested that they
"expect to have the necessary financial resources."
Indulgently assuming, without further comment,
that the schools do not know the difference
between having funds and expecting to have funds,
the record now reveals even the hollow character
of the expectation.45

Gregg suggested that the educators' case was bankrupt

because of such misrepresentations and renewed its request

to reassign Channel 2 for commercial use at Zongview.46

Shepard resumed his participation in the litigation on

November 28, 1956, by filing a brief opposing the Denton

educators and Gregg.,7 After endorsing their previous

assertions in earlier petitions, Shepard's attorneys

offered new evidence. They cited Denton as being the

"educational center of Texas," and proposed that the Denton-

Dallas-Fort Worth area was in direct need of educational

television. 48 They suggested that, if Denton's educators

could not build a station, then, in order to have educa-

tional television, the FCC should reassign Channel 2 for com-

mercial use in Denton, and utilize Shepard's plan of giving

Denton's educational institutions fourteen hours per week of

broadcast time. Shepard's attorneys stipulated:

That the Commission is interested in educational
television is borne out by its reserving over two
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hundred channels for same. If educational television
is good on a noncommercial station, it is just as good
on a commercial facility. The fact that a station is
commercial will not defeat its potential as an instru-
ment of public education. If Educational Group cannot
build and maintain the station, then why not 4llow a
commercial operation to attain same results.

Shepard stated he could make educational television a

"reality rather than a distant remote possibility," and sug-

gested it would serve 1,441,682 people in a large area of

Texas.50 He agreed that Denton's educators should have the

six months they requested to raise funds for a station, but

insisted that, if they had no money at the end of that time

to build and manage a television facility, it should be

considered prima facie evidence of their inability to per-

form.51

Shepard's mood toward Gregg's pleading was not as accom-

modating. His attorneys stated:

In the pleading world, Gregg had distinguished
itself as outstanding in this case to date, and, like
the reading of good fiction, its petition is enter-
taining and provides relaxation. But after ubiquitous
verbiage, latin phrases, conclusions, generalities,
and niceties are stripped away, there remains only
one established fact. A group of investors apparently
think they can make some money with a television sta-
tion in longview, Texas, and will if necessary deprive
one and one-half million people in the Denton-Dallas-
Fort Worth area of a channel dedicated in part to
educational programs.52

To prove the futility of Gregg's position, Shepard's

attorneys turned to the case of James Henry, former owner

of defunct UHF television station KTVE Channel 32 in long-

view. Shepard's attorneys said Henry had lost a considerable

amount of money on the station when he could not muster town

support for its survival. Hugh Granberry, sales manager for
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General Electric, was cited because his company lost money

when he was forced to foreclose on KTVE's equipment after

the station went bankrupt. Shepard's attorneys concluded

that Channel 2 should not be reallocated to Longview because:

Longview presently has two channels, #32 and 38,
and a third at nearby Kilgore, #59. Either of these
channels could be utilized by Gregg efficently since
all receivers in the area are equipped with UHF
adapters.

Longview, Texas has not supported television in
the past and there is no evidence it would in the
future. Gregg offered only two people who thought
television would be supported locally but both of
these witnesses lost considerable money on the
operation of KTVE and their judgment having being
faulty before cannot without corroboration be
given weight now.

Longview, Texas is a small town (24,502) and is
presently receiving three television signals, and
there is no showing by Gregg that these stations are
not giving Longview appropriate consideration, or
that there is a demand for local television.

Gregg has offered no positive assurance that it
is interested in, or will sponsor, educational pro-
grams. Even if it did so, the scholastics are so
small they cannot compare with the two hundred thou-
sand or more in the Denton-Dallas-Fort Worth area.
A reallocation of Channel 2 to Longview will not
utilize same to the fullest advantage and therefore
will not be in the public interest, convenience, and
necessity.

In a letter accompanying his petition, Shepard described

his background as a broadcaster. He told of his operation

of Denton's KDNT since 1938 and of KDNT-FM since 1948. He

described his promotion of education through radio, and of

the many broadcasts he had made in conjunction with NTSC and

TSCW. He maintained that his involvement with the colleges

in this capacity enabled many students to adjust to the

world, while promoting the "cultural, civic, and political

development of the community."55
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Gregg responded to Shepard's petition on December 5, 1956,

asserting that Shepard's characterization of Denton as the

educational center of Texas was childish and ludicrous, since

Dallas had six colleges and universities.56

Gregg said that Shepard's idea of offering educational

programs on a commercial station as a substitute for an

educational station, "was rejected as unrealistic by the Com-

mission in making reservations of channels for educational

purposes."57

Gregg's attorneys took issue with Shepard's promise of

offering the Denton schools fourteen hours a week of broad-

cast time. It was suggested the promise was suspect

when it is realized that incident to his operation of
KDNT at Denton, he devoted only 1.6 per cent of the
broadcast week (based on the 1954-1955 composite
week) to educational programming and, in his license
renewal application (filed in 1956) he proposed 58only 1.6 educational programming for the future.

Shepard's statement that Iongview had 100 percent satura-

of UHF receivers was dismissed as "simply stated untrue."59

Regarding the KTVE bankruptcy, Gregg reminded the FCC "of

the disparity in economic potential between UHF and VHF

stations.",60 Shepard's suggestion that lack of community

support caused the demise of KTVE was depicted as an absurd

thesis that would disqualify "some of the largest metropolitan

centers in the United States."61 Shepard's contention that

there was no interest in Longview for local television service

was discounted by the many communications of public interest

Gregg said were on file with the FCC.62
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Gregg pledged "to devote time liberally on a sustaining

basis for educational programming, and to work with all

educational institutions within the area served in develop-

ing programs of this character." 6 3

On December 21, 1956, the FCC formally responded to all

petitions, stating:

The Commission has carefully considered each of
the petitions, the oppositions thereto and the various
other pleadings filed in this matter. Although we
are not now passing on the merits of the many con-
flicting contentions advanced in these pleadings,
we are of the view that a sufficient showing has
been made to warrant the institution of a rule
making proceeding with respect to the proposals.
Any interested person who is of the view that
either of the proposals herein should not be
adopted, or should not be adopted in the form
set forth herein, may file with the Commission
on or before January 30, 1957, written dgta, views
or arguments setting forth his comments

Soon after the FCC's response, it was not long before

other broadcast interests began their own quest to acquire

control of Channel 2. The Brown County Broadcasting Company

filed a counter-proposal on January 30, 1957, urging the

FCC to realize that a fair and equitable distribution of

television assignments would be better served of the Channel

2 allocation were reassigned to Brownwood for commercial use.

It was contended that such a reassignment would serve the

Brownwood, Longview, and Tyler areas collectively.65 Brown

County suggested:

The coverage of a Brownwood station operating on
a UHF channel with low power would probably be too
limited to result in an economically feasible opera-
tion. However, the assignment of Channel 2 at Brown-
wood, Texas, would permit substantially greater tele-
vision coverage, because of the nature of the VHF signal,
at far less cost than a UHF operation. 6 6
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Another of these broadcast interests seeking the acquisi-

tion of Channel 2 was the North Star Broadcasting Company

of Cooper, Texas. It filed a counterproposal on January 30,

1957 suggesting that it should be given the Channel 2 assign-

ment because it could provide service to a greater population

than could the Longview interests or the commercial interests

in Denton. The petition contended that a station operating

on Channel 2 in Cooper would serve nearby Paris, Texas, a

town of 25,000.67

Brown County filed another petition in support of its

position on February 11, 1957. Denton's educators were again

assailed for their lack of funds needed to build a station.

In referring to the North Star and Gregg pleadings, it was

stated that Longview and Cooper would both be in the service

area of a Brownwood station operating on Channel 2. Regarding

Shepard's proposal to make Channel 2 available for use in

Denton, Brown County suggested that Channel 2's utilization

in the Brownwood, Cooper, Longview, and Tyler area would be

a more fair and efficient use of the channel. Attorneys for

Brown County stated:

Denton Texas is only some 35 miles from the
Dallas-Fort Worth area and undoubtedly receives a
number of excellent television services. Utiliza-
tion of Channel 2 at two widely separated areas of
the State of Texas is certainly more efficient use
of the frequency than a single utilization in a com-
munity very close to a major metropol gan area having
several existing television stations.

On February 11, 1957, the JCET filed another petition

with the FCC, which sought to prove that the Denton educators

had the funds to build a Denton station. The JCET said that
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the entire thrust of Gregg's allegation that Denton's educa-

tors could not build a station because of a lack of financial

resources, was contrary to fact.69

To prove its point, the JCET cited the existence of a

seven-cent ad valorem tax in effect in the State of Texas

since the Civil War.7 0 The tax was levied initially on each

$100 valuation of property for the Confederate pension. As

the years passed, a great demand grew for expansion of edu-

cational facilities. Consequently, in 1947, the Constitution

of the State of Texas was amended to provide for long-term

financial programs for constructing buildings and other per-

manent educational improvements. The amendment became effec-

tive in 1948 and provided for a five-cent tax for college

building purposes. The ad valorem tax for the Confederate

pension was reduced from seven cents to two cents.71

The revenue was placed in a special fund "to enable

certain designated institutions of higher learning to acquire,

construct and initially equip buildings and other permanent

improvements."72  TSCW and NTSC were among the colleges named

for the allocation of the funds for a ten-year period beginning

January 1, 1948. The state Constitution was amended in 1956

to provide for the continued allocation of the funds, effec-

tive January 1, 1958 for another ten-year period.7 3 TSCW

and NTSC were again included in the allocation programs, which

was based on the proportion of each institution's average

student enrollment.7 4

Concerning the availability of the funds the JCET stipu-

lated:
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It is true that neither Texas State College for
Women nor North Texas State College have decided by
formal Board action to utilize these funds for the
construction of an educational television station,
but it is clear that those funds are available for
that purpose and the continuous and unequivocal
statements of Gregg Television, Inc., that there
are no funds whatsoever available for the construc-
tion of an educational television station at Dentonare contrary to fact and are wrong.75

Shepard's attorneys filed again on February 22, 1957

opposing the Brown County, North Star, and Gregg petitions.

Shepard contendedthat Brownwood had adequate television

service "from at least one and possibly two television

stations.,,76  It was Shepard's contention that a Brownwood

station operating on Channel 2 would serve only 71,000 people,

whereas his use of the channel would serve more than 100,o000.7

Shepard's attorneys pointed out that Brownwood's site

was not conducive to the establishment of a television

station:

Brownwood and its locale is located in one ofthe poorest sections of Texas and its per capitaincome, retail sales and bank deposits make ithighly improbable that a station as proposed by theBrown County group could succeed. It is a cardinalprincipal that in order to operate in the publicinterest, convenience, and necessity, a televisionstation must be able to receive from its commercialprograms moneys necessary to sustain it. Brownwoodand its service area simply cannot support the typeof facili y proposed by Brown County Broadcasting
Company.7

The FCC was reminded that it had issued a construction

permit on June 6, 1956 to the Brownwood Television Company

for the building of a UHF station in Brownwood operating on

Channel 19:

To give Brownwood another television channel whileit already has a station, and to deprive the vast area
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such as Denton would serve does not seem in the public
interest, convenience, and necessity. Nor does it
seem fair to the UHF permittee who after spending
large sums of money to give television service to
the community, finds his local competition trying 79to thwart his efforts by bringing in another channel.

Shepard professed that the existing UHF television station

should have the support of the FCC because of the difficul-

ties it had experienced in getting established.80

It was noted that a Brownwood station 250 miles from

the Mexican border, and, therefore, in its service area,

would require approval to operate from the Republic of

Mexico. Shepard stressed, "It seems foolish to go to the

trouble and expense of rule making, [and] have the channel

reallocated, only to have the Mexican Government veto the

proposal." 81

Regarding the North Star pleading to delete Channel 2

from Denton for reassignment to Cooper, Shepard contended,

"It would be just as sensible to move the entire Federal

Communications Commission from Washington D.C. to Cooper,

Texas."82 Shepard reinforced his point with a negative

description of Cooper's demographic characteristics:

Cooper, Texas is a town of twenty-five hundred
people. The population of the whole county (Delta)
is 8,964. Their retail sales are some six million
dollars, bank deposits only three and a half million
dollars, and the total number of persons employed
in the whole county is one hundred nineteen (119).
(Texas Almanac. 1955-1956).

North Star wants to move Channel 2 from its
present location serving a million and a half people
to Cooper, Texas. his proposal is not even worthy
of further comment. 3

Shepard's reply to the Gregg interests was equally

caustic. His attorneys stated:
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Gregg continues its leading role in the pleading
world, and excellent it must remain to stay in the
race since it lacks any merit of consequence. Gregg's
reply which really amounts to a never-ending book, is
so timorous and soft on fundamental issues that the
position of Shepard remains unshak and continues
as the great bulwark in this case.

Shepard contended that the need for Channel 2 in Denton

was greater because Gregg would serve only 80,000 people

with three VHF signals, whereas Sheppard would serve 1,500,000

with four. 85

Gregg's analysis of Shepard's involvement with educa-

tional programming in Denton was described as a misrepresen-

tation of the facts. Shepard contended that the report "that

shows 1.6% devoted to educational programs is not represen-

tative and the average shows three hours per day." 86  Shepard's

assertion that his educational programming averaged three

hours daily was offered as proof that Gregg's figure of 1.6

percent was low and incorrect.

Shepard responded to the FCC concerning the several letters

sent to the FCC by Gregg from stations in the Dallas Fort

Worth area supporting Gregg's application. Shepard stated

This is understandable since Channel 2 in Denton
poses a grave problem to them. Should it go commercial
it would afford some competition to the lush Denton-
Dallas-Fort Worth market. The Dallas television sta-
tions are presently contemplating the financing of
educational Channel 13 in Dallas for the schools
before the Commission reallocates it commercial so
as to further eliminate a possibility of competition.87

Shepard stated that the stations in the Denton-Dallas-

Fort Worth area had a "stranglehold on small merchants who

wish to advertise."8 8 Shepard contended that the raising of

advertising rates over a two-year period by these stations
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had shut out the livelihood of the small advertiser:

A television station is supposed to serve the
local merchants including advertising of local small
merchants. If the commission will grant Shepard's
proposal this combine will be broken up and a com-
petitive market re-established in advertising in the
Denton-Dallas-Fort Worth area, and local small mer-
chants will be allowed to compete with national con-
cerns. 9

Gregg's attorneys petitioned the FCC on January 2, 1958,

offering supplemental data that they hoped would warrant a

delayed ruling on the Channel 2 issue. The petition alluded

to the imminence of an application to be filed with the FCC

by the Area Educational Television Incorporated of Dallas

after January 1, 1958. The application was to propose

that the foundation be granted a station license to con-

struct and operate an educational television station on

Channel 13 at Dallas. 9 0

With three educational channel reservations allocated

within a thirty-five-mile radius--Channel 2 in Denton,

Channel 26 in Fort Worth, and Channel 13 in Dallas--Gregg

believed the operation of an educational station on Channel

13 in Dallas would be of great importance in the Commission's

decision concerning Channel 2.91 Gregg's attorneys referred

to a portion of the foundation's charter, stating that the

purpose of a Channel 13 facility would be

to furnish a non-profit and noncommercial educational
broadcast service to portions of Dallas and Tarrant
Counties, Texas, and adjacent areas of North Texas,
and to make available to the educational, scientific,
civic, and cultural institutions, organizations and
agencies willing to provide suitable television pro-
grams, the necessary physical facilities and operational
staff.92
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Gregg asserted that such a stance was clearly "designed

to provide facilities for educational television to the two

Denton colleges and to other educational institutions in

Denton." 93 It was Gregg's contention that this new avail-

ability of educational television could serve the Denton

educators making the continued reservation of Channel 2 at

Denton unjustifiable.94  The FCC was asked to delay its

ruling until Channel 13 became operational.

By June 4, 1958, no application had been filed for a

Channel 13 facility; and the FCC ruled on the Brown County,

North Star, Denton, Gregg, and Shepard petitions. The FCC

reported:

We have carefully considered the comment submitted
in this proceeding and have concluded that the public
interests would best be served by retaining Channel 2
in Denton for noncommercial educational use and reject-
ing the proposals to make Channel 2 available for com-
mercial operation in Longview, Denton, Brownwood, or
Cooper. The comments filed in this proceeding differ
sharply with respect to whether the educational organi-
zations are actively interested in bringing local edu-
cational television service to Denton and have taken
active steps toward achieving this goal. While they
have not yet succeeded in solving the difficult pro-
blem of financing a station, the record indicates that
they propose continuing and augmenting efforts to obtain
the requisite financial support and they have represented
that they intend to file an application for Channel 2.
In these circumstances we are not persuaded that the
public interest would be served by making Channel 2
available for commercial operation in any of the several
communities at the expense of frustrating the efforts of
the educators to make possible the construction of
local educational televisionstation on Channel 2.9

Despite the ruling, Gregg was persistent in its attempt

to acquire control of the channel. Gregg's attorneys filed

a Petition for Reconsideration and Request for Oral Argument

on July 10, 1958.96 They pointed out again that Denton's
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educators had made no concrete plans to utilize Channel 2,

and reaffirmed that no money was available to build a station

in Denton. They stated emphatically that an educational sta-

tion operating on Channel 13 was an even more imminent pos-

sibility.97

The JCET replied to Gregg's petition on July 21, 1958,

reminding the FCC of the ad valorem tax's "making available

to designated institutions of higher learning funds for the

construction of permanent facilities without the necessity

for any action by the Texas Legislature. "98  Referring to

other potential sources of funds the JCET wrote:

On May 29, 1958, the United States Senate passed
the Magnuson Bill S.2119 which would make $1,000,000
available to each state for the establishment and
improvement of educational television facilities.
The measure has received widespread support and
there appears to be a good possibility that it
will become law.99

Regarding the prospect of Channel 13 in Dallas serving

the Denton area the Council stated:

Of course Area Educational Television Foundation has
an obligation to render service to its entire service
area and will endeavor to do so. But there has been
no showing that the educators in the Denton, Texas area
have participated in any way in the development of the
programs proposed by Area Educational Television Founda-
tion for the Dallas station on Channel 13, or that the
proposed Dallas station will meet the special educa-
tional needs of Denton with its Texas State College for
Women and North Texas State College as well as its own
Denton Public School System.100

On July 23, 1958, Gregg offered supplemental data in support

of its Petition for Reconsideration and Request for Oral

Argument.101 The Area Educational Foundation had filed its

application with the FCC July 21, 1958, for permission to



construct an educational television station to 
operate on

Channel 13 in Dallas. It was assumed the station would be

built; and Gregg suggested the operation of two ETV stations

in the same vicinity (Channel 2 in Denton and Channel 13 in

Dallas), offering educational programs

at competing times would inevitably mean division 
of

audience, so that the public could not, even if it

so desired receive the offering of both stations.

On the other hand, if the stations contrived to pro-

vide programs at different times of day, so as not to

destract from the potential good of either offering,

this would merely point to the fact that if the

institutions involved cooperated in the operation

of a single station, it would be unnecessary to

waste valuable spectrum space to permit operation
of two facilities.102

Gregg filed its final petition, a reply to the JCET,

on July 31, 1958. Gregg said that comments made by the JCET

that the Denton educators could acquire funds for a Denton

station without action by the Texas legislature were false.
103

Gregg pointed out:

First this statement was not made by the Denton

educators or by any responsible Texas group. As the

testimony of the Denton educators shows, given before

the Senate Finance Subcommittee of the Texas legislature,

not only did the Denton educators have no intention of

using the ad valorem fund for the construction-and
operation of a television facility, but they did not

believe that they could use such funds without special

authority from the State legislature, which they had
no intention of seeking.1 0 w t

The Magnuson Bill referred to by the JCET was dismissed

as being speculative. Gregg suggested:

The Bill has been sent to the House for action and

has been referred to Committee. Its anyone's guess as

to the ultimate disposition of the measure. Next, it

is obviously not pertinent to the situation in Texas.

As the record plainly shows, the State Legislature is

not inclined to sponsor educational television and the
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condition to obtaining Federal funds for such a purpose

would be the willingness of the State to maintain and

operate the facility.105

The Commission ruled against Gregg on May 29, 1959. Its

opinion stated:

We believethe subject opinion for reconsideration

should be denied. The facts and arguments advanced by

Gregg Television therein and in related pleadings are

essentially the same as those advanced previously and
considered by us in reaching our June 4, 1958 decision

that the educational reservation in Denton should not

be disturbed. Petitionee has made no showing which

convinces us that the establishment of an educational

station on Channel 13 at Dallas--which is now on the

threshold of realization--will meet the needs of

Denton for educational television or that the Denton

reservation is not fully warranted as when it and
Channel 13 were originally reserved at Denton and

Dallas, respectively, in 1952, in recognition f the

special educational need of each community.
10

Despite this final ruling by the FCC ending four years

of ongoing litigation the lure of Channel 2 continued to

attract other commercial interests. On May 14, 1959 the

Texas State Network Incorporated, licensee of Channel 11,

KFJZ-TV, in Fort Worth, petitioned the FCC to switch opera-

tions to Channel 2. The company hoped to increase its

competitive position in the area by reaching a greater popu-

lation through the superior power capacity of Channel 2. The

request was never granted. 1 0 7

After this attempt in 1959, major attempts to have

Channel 2 reassigned ceased.l08 After the request, there

was little interest in Denton concerning the channel until

September 25, 1974, when NTSU's President Nolen appointed a

university task force to study the possibility of using the

channel. According to the report issued by the task force
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in 1975, the North Texas Foundation for Public Broadcasting

(overseer of KERA, Channel 13) and the Dallas County Com-

munity College District (DCCCD) had been in conference on the

question of licensing and establishing a new public broad-

casting television channel (Channel 2). The report pointed

out, "It appears that KERA, Channel 13, will become the

licensee, if approved by the FCC, and thus will be responsible

for establishing and operating the Channel 2 facility."1 0 9

It went on to note that the DCCCD was very close to guaranteeing

a fifteen-year contract with the Dallas television station for

the purchase of air time if the channel could be activated. 1 1 0

The Task Force stated that building and operating a

television station on Channel 2 would not be possible because

of the substantial costs. Nolen agreed that the $5,000,000

estimated by the Task Force to construct and operate the

Channel 2 facility for just one year were not available to

the university.111

For these reasons, the Task Force concluded that the

best way to utilize the allocation would be to purchase air

time from Channel 13 if the FCC approved the awarding of

Channel 2 to the licensee of the Dallas educational station.11 2
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CHAPTER III

FROM DORMANCY TO ACTIVATION?

Edward J. Pfister, President and General Manager of Dallas

station KERA-TV, said serious investigations into the possi-

bility of applying to the FCC for the use of Channel 2 were

in progress in 1974. Pfister explained that the Public Com-

munications Foundation for North Texas (PCF), owner and

operator of Channel 13, sought to utilize Channel 2 because

additional broadcast time was not available on Channel 13.

The Dallas County Community College District (DCCCD) had been

considering applying for Channel 2 to provide more air time

for the planned expansion of its instructional television

course offerings. Channel 13's schedule was under heavy

pressure to offer more instructional programs and the PCF

persuaded the DCCCD not to apply for the Denton channel.

Pfister said, "Both boards agreed that the best way to do

the job would be to put it into the hands of a nonprofit, non-

commercial, nonsingle-institution-oriented foundation like

[the PCF], so that [Channel 13] could deal with all the other

universities in the area in the same way."1

Pfister was alluding to a fear that if the license were

under the control of a single institution then the service

would always be oriented primarily toward that institution.

What he hoped to do, Pfister said, was create a vehicle for

42
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all of the institutions of higher education in the viewing

area. He contended that Channel 13 had achieved great success

with the DCCCD, televising instructional telecourses, and

stated:

On the basis of that success, this foundation
believes it can have the same kind of success dealing
with other institutions of higher education in terms
of expanding educational opportunity in the community.
We're out of time on Channel 13, and when you're out
of time, everything kind of reaches a wall and stops.
The junior colleges rightfully want to do more because
what they've been doing is successful. The other
institutions in the area have expressed keen interests
in using an open circuit VHF television channel to
expand educational opportunity that they want to
develop.2

Although not all of the educational institutions in the

area agreed with Pfister's assessment, the DCCCD did. The

DCCCD drew up an extensive 15-year contract with Channel 13

contingent upon KERA's acquiring control of Channel 2. Steve

Mittlestet, Vice Chancellor of DCCCD, said, "Our agreement

with them has nothing to do with production services or

facilities; it's only the purchase of air time." 3 Mittlestet

said the DCCCD wanted more air time because there was a defi-

nite demand for college level telecourses. He contended that

such courses would serve people who found it difficult to get

on campus, making study through the telecourses convenient

for people with rigid schedules. Mittlestet pointed out that

Channel 2 would be licensed to the PCF and that the DCCCD

would have no control of the facility.4 There were stipula-

tions in the contract, however, that guaranteed air time to

the DCCCD:



Part 3 Section 2: For each contract year, the
Foundation shall be obligated to make available
3,285 hours of air time on Channel 2 for use by the
District.

Part 4 Section 1: The District will pay the
Foundation $240 for each one of the first 1,820 hours
of air time a contract year, and $120 for the use of
each hour of air time over and above the 1,820 hours
within that contract year.

Part 4 Section 2: After the first full contract
year, the rates for air time use may be adjusted
annually through negotiations between the two parties.

Part 3 Section 4: The District shall be obligated
to lease the use of a minimum of 1,820 hours of air
time on Channel 2 for each full contract year that the
station is in operation, and a proportionate number of
hours for any less than full contract year that the
station is in operation.5

The contract provided that the "foundation shall make avail-

able to the District the use of a maximum of 725 hours of

prime time. Prime time for each contract year is defined as

the evening hours between 6:30 PM and 10:30 PM."6 Pfister

said such an arrangement would provide Channel 13 with a

"minimal guarantee of just over $400,000 a year."7

Despite such an extensive contract with the DCCCD, Bruce

McKenzie, manager of Dallas radio station KERA said, "We could

offer other universities as much air time as they could use."8

McKenzie, who was assigned the task of compiling KERA's appli-

cation for Channel 2, explained that the main goal of a

Channel 2 facility would be to deliver instructional program-

ming to people who need training in higher education.9 Mittle-

stet said, "'If any of the Denton universities wanted to enter

into an agreement with KERA as we wanted to do, and have done,

I am sure they could do it." 10

President Mary Evelyn Huey of Texas Woman's University

in Denton, said the DCCCD had approached TWU two or three
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years earlier with a proposal that the DCCCD become the licensee

of Channel 2, and give TWU priority in the choice of air time

if the channel were to be activated. Huey said that TWU did

not want to move in that direction at that time. 1 1

DCCCD Vice Chancellor Mittlestet suggested that the DCCCD's

telecourses would benefit students of TWU:

Our students can transfer to TWU and students who
are in the first and second year of TWU can take these
telecourses and have them be accepted as credit there.
They can take them either through the Dallas County
Community College District, or there's an arrangement
where TWU can contract with us just as any area univer-
sity can do, and have the students sign up for the
courses through TWU.12

Huey responded to this suggestion by saying, "I don't

see any advantage for TWU or for TWU students in doing this.

We feel that we've got good courses. We feel we have good

faculty and we believe that our students should stay in our

courses. "13 Huey did point out, however, that if a student

took properly accredited telecourses, TWU would accept them.

Another Denton educator, Robert McGee Superintendent of

the Denton Independent School District, said he did not see

much value in instructional telecourses except in a "supple.

mentary kind of situation where we've used instructional tele-

vision in a school setting as a programmed learning technique.

He said he had seen nothing to convince him that telecourses

are a good substitute for the classroom situation except for

their supplemental value.15

In spite of this lack of enthusiasm in Denton for tele-

courses, McKenzie was optimistic when he stated:

Our notion is that all of the air time will be con-tracted for. We haven''t really figured out the best
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way to organize the use of the channel because we don't
have the channel yet. Clearly we don't want any oppo-sition to the application because that just makes itharder and more expensive for us to get.1 m

Huey summed up her response to Channel 13's attempt to

gain control of Channel 2, saying:

I certainly intend that any policy that I suggestwill be what I consider to be in the best interest ofTWU and I think that is the preservation of the assign-ment for this University. I am very reluctant to placethe University in an adversary position against theDallas Independent School District, the community college,and Channel 13, but at the same time I have an obligationto the University, and in a way they have placed them-selves in an adversary position to us.1 ?

Reluctant to relinguish rights to the Channel, McGee con-

curred with Huey's position:

Once it's gone I perceive we have no recourse, andI guess I put it in the same realm with any other resource.We ought to be good stewards of it. If this were a plotof land or a green area and we had a choice of sellingit or relinquishing it because of big promises, we maybe very sorry we did. 1 8

Adding to these comments was Mayor Elinor Hughes of Denton,

who said she thought "most of the community would like to see

control of the channel stay in Denton for the universities

that exist in Denton County."1 9

In February, 1977, President Nolen voiced his support of

Channel 13's application; he added, however, that he would

participate in a joint petition opposing Channel 13 with TWU

and the DISD, if it appeared that funds were available and if
a concerted effort was launched to construct a station in

Denton. Nolen said, "Any time a new set of facts or more
information come to light, that can change your position. ,,20

Former NTSU president Matthews opposed all the broadcast-

ing interests who sought to have Channel 2 reassigned during



his tenure in office. Concerning his previous protection of

the channel, and KERA's recent interest in it, Matthews explained:

It was done because I could see alot of value that
could come from it educationally for [NTSU]. I still
can and I'd be on the same side I was on then. I
would say there is much more reason to hang on to it
now and try to get it in operation than there was
when I started out with it.21

McKenzie, on the other hand, pointed out that the channel

had been available to Denton for nearly 25 years and that it

had not been utilized:

It appears to be obvious, based on their tract
record, that they're not going to use it. We're
ready to put it on the air and it will give the
community of Denton infinitely more television ser-
vice than Denton has right now. We would just say
that the time is now to do this. We can do it; we
have proven our ability to do it, and there is not
a power play on our part. We're not doing it just
because we want to have another television channel.
We're doing it because this is our business and
we're very good at it.22

Pfister said Channel 13 would try to raise between

$2,800,000 and $2,900,000 for a Channel 2 facility. Permis-

sion was given from the Dallas Clearing House, an organization

which represents the business interests of Dallas, to conduct

a fund-raising drive scheduled for April of 1977. Pfister

explained permission from the organization to conduct a fund

drive was important

because it is the formal blessing of a major and signi-
ficant fund drive by the business leadership of this
city. The banks and other institutions in this city,
as I understand it, will not participate in a signifi-
cant way if the drive is not cleared by the organiza-
tion's screening committee. 2 3

McKenzie added that the drive would seek large contribu-

tions from a few donors, rather than try to appeal to the

general public. He said, "We have enough trouble keeping our
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two institutions that we have going with appeals to the general

public. 24 McKenzie explained that Channel 13 had worked out

an agreement with the Ford Foundation which would ensure that

KERA would have the approximately $3,000,000 necessary to con-

struct the Channel 2 facility. The Ford Foundation agreed to

lend KERA the difference if Channel 13's fund drive was not

successful enough. McKenzie said:

If we get a very favorable rate or a very small
loan, then it would not be difficult for us operate
the station with only the Dallas Community College
District in on it. We don't want it to be a creature
of the community college system: our notion is a
fabulous offering that should be useful not only to
the universities--although they are our primary cus-
tomers--but also to businesses or institutions like
the Dallas Independent School District.25

If the PCF were to get control of Channel 2, McKenzie

said that Flower Mound would be the city of license. McKenzie

explained Flower Mound was chosen as a means of meeting an FCC

regulation that could hold up Channel 13's application:

The rule states that your city of license can be
anywhere within 15 miles of the city of allocation,
which is Denton, and you don't have to ask for a
waiver. If we license the station to Flower Mound
which is within 15 miles of the post office of Denton,
we don't have to ask for that waiver. We don't want
to ask the Commission for a waiver because you're
talking about a delay of six months to a year.26

Pfister told about a piece of land in Flower Mound which

had been given to NTSU with the provision that it be leased

to KERA. He explained, "North Texas State University accepted

the land . . . on the basis of giving us a piece of that

land." 2 7 According to Nolen, the land had been donated to

NTSU by Edward Marcus of Dallas with the understanding that

a portion of the land would be leased to Channel 13. Nolen said:
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Since we have no other use at the moment in mind
for that land, obviously we're willing to comply with
the desires of the donor. They have asked us for the
use of one plus acres of the land as a site for some
portion of the operation of Channel 2, and we have
responded by saying "good." We're in the process of
working out a lease agreement for fifteen years.28

Pfister said that if KERA acquired control of Channel 2,

a transmitter would be built at Cedar Hill.

As soon as we have a construction permit from the
FCC we will begin to construct the facility. In the
meantime the land in Flower Mound will be used as kind
of a home base. We will move mobile equipment--not
very expensive mobile equipment--but modest mobile
equipment, from Flower Mound to Denton. We will use
whatever facilities we can find in Denton to produce
local community issue programs.29

Pfister explained that the Flower Mound land would be

developed ultimately as a site. He surmised that it would

take them eighteen months to two years to construct trans-

mission facilities for Channel 2. He told of plans to build

a modest facility, but added:

If everything happens the way it should happen,
we'll be in business long before we're able to build
anything on that land. If you can get functioning
and workable studios in Lewisville, why should we
try to do anything with our own money or with the
public's money? If we can get functioning and
usable equipment in Denton somewhere, why should
we do anything?30

Channel 13 executives had more immediate concerns, how-

ever, because both the existing Dallas public television sta-

tions and the proposed facility would be in the choice VHF part

of the frequency spectrum, a situation which exists nowhere

else. McKenzie explained that the FCC might suggest that

Channel 13 apply for one of the many UHF allocations in Dallas

instead of trying to utilize Channel 2.
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There is no institution in the United States that
has two VHF television stations in the same city. We
think we could make it work on a VHF channel. People
just don't watch UHF very much, and historically UHF
loses in every city. The point I want to make is that
there is nobody who has two VHF's and the Commission
may just say "no".31

Huey said that such a position by the FCC would give her

the time she needed to study and explore the possibilities of

utilizing the channel for Denton.

I do not know that I can accomplish this. If I
can not accomplish it, I think in justice I must
relinquish. I think it would take me a year to get
to the point where we could say "yes, we can do this,
this is what we want to do, and we have this much
money to commit. "32

Nolen said he believed that Huey and McGee should be

given ample time to utilize the assignment since both of

their administrations were relatively new. He said he would

like to see Denton's three educational institutions utilize

the assignment instead of Channel 13, provided Denton's

institutions could offer the same level of expertise. In

January, 1977, Nolen was doubtful.

Channel 2 cannot be an economic asset if it's
going to be an economic drain which Channel 13 is in
the Dallas community now. It requires several hundred
thousand dollars a year of contributed dollars to keep
it in existence. -I seriously doubt if the Denton com-
munity can afford that if Dallas can barely afford it.
The economics of senior universities getting into the
television business are very shaky. 3 3

In January of 1977 McGee planned to inquire of the FCC

on behalf of the school district concerning the status of any

applications for the reassignment of Channel 2. He said he

would like to see the channel reserved for Denton in light

of the potential cooperation with the universities. Regarding

prospects for a Denton station, he stated:
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We do not have any plans now, but that does not in
itself constitute a reason for us to relinquish. I
can't see down the road, and how do I know there won't
be a breakthrough in five years that would make this
very simple.34

Hughes thought that a Denton station would have an obvious

public relations value which would be a benefit to the business

community as well as to individuals who received services

through it. Concerning prospects for a Denton station she

said:

Everything comes down to a matter of priorities.
If it's financially feasible, I think the three insti-
tutions should vigorously pursue this. We may be in
difficulty in terms of timing if it's necessary for
us to come up with the funds immediately, but as far
as seeing a great possibility for the cit of Denton,
I'd be highly enthusiastic to pursue it.3

Regarding TWU's possible opposition to KERA, McKenzie

stated:

The only case they could make is that they could
do a better job with the channel than we could. If
TWU said we've got $3,000,000 and we're going to put
a TV station in Denton and nothing but Denton, I don't
guess we'd have much of a case.3

Pfister believed that the development of a full public

television station in Denton would be a "horrible waste of

money" because KERA could cover the area gradually operating

out of Dallas.37

Mittlestet's tone was more concilitory:

We want the air time as soon as we can get it, and
whoever can come up with the money to give it to us
we're interested in working with. I don't know whether
TWU could woo the Ford Foundation as well as KERA, or
that they could conduct a successful fundraising cam-
paign, but certainly they had an opportunity to do
that for a number of years. It's not that important
to us who can deliver, but we do want to go with who-
ever can meet our needs.38
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Pfister summed up his plans for Channel 2 stating:

It's our intent to make [Channel 2] an educational
example of what such a capacity can mean for students in
urban areas across the country. This will be almost
wholly dedicated to higher education. It will provide
its service in a major urban area that is not available
anywhere else in the United States. If it is going to
succeed, it is going to have to have the cooperation
and participation of other major institutions of higher
education. If it does succeed, it will be the only
project like itself that I know of in this country,
and it will become an example of what we can do.39

When asked in January of 1977 whether he had consulted

with interested parties in Denton concerning KERA's plans for

Channel 2, Pfister replied:

I haven't talked to Dr. McGee or anybody else in
Denton because I am not going to talk to all of the
people who are going to be able to be served by this
until we're ready with our application. There's no
sense talking to people about something t 4at really
hasn't even been initiated in Washington. 0

Pfister refused to comment on the imminent possibility of

TWU's opposition to KERA's plans for the channel, but he did

say that if everything went as scheduled, the channel would

be operating by the fall of 1979.41

By January of 1977 the prospects of Channel 13's acquiring

control of Channel 2 looked good. A Dallas news story reported:

Everything seemed to fall into place and Channel 13
leaders were fairly bursting with excitment at the first
of the year at the prospect of becoming the only public
station in the nation with two VHF facilities and the
airtime to broadcast an unprecedented number of educa-
tional programs.4+2

KERA had filed its application with the FCC on February 17,

1977 for a construction permit to build and operate a noncom-

mercial television station on Channel 2. Regarding program-

ming policies the application stated:
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Programming on Channel 2 will concentrate in five
areas: adult basic education, specialized programming
for educators, business and industry programming, and
general audience programming with a distinctive educa-
tional character.

Through its affiliation with the Public Broadcasting
Service, Channel 2 will have access to the full array
of informational and entertaining programming for the
general public. Programs like "The Adams Chronicles"
and the "Ascent of Man" can be aired both as part of
a college-credit course and as programs which by them-
selves increase the casual viewer's opportunity for
enrichment. For the first time, such PBS programming
can be made available during the daytime.

Channel 2 will also air special programming for
the cit of license, Flower Mound and all of Denton
County. 4

Financial considerations for KERA's proposed use of

Channel 2 were apparently secure. Along with the Ford Foun-

dation's financial commitment, and the proposed fund drive

to raise money for a Channel 2 station, the application speci-

fied:

To assure the availability of funds, in the event
that the fund drive does not bring in the total funds
sought, the applicant has arranged for a standby com-
mitment from the First National Bank of Dallas, under
which the bank agrees to loan the applicant the amount
of any shortfall up to $3,200,000. Interest on the
loan would be at 9%a with princal payments during the
first year limited to $50,000.4)

Prospects for the successful culmination of KERA's plans

for Channel 2 were running high, but the Dallas interests were

unaware of trouble brewing in Denton. In March, 1977, Rena

Pederson, Radio-Television Editor of the Dallas Morning News

wrote:

Then came along NTSU graduate student Mark Felber,
who happened to write a research paper on the Channel 13plans. He offered to sell an article about it to the
Denton Record Chronicle. The newspaper published the
article on [March 2, 1977], and the issue c aght the
attention of civic and educational leaders.
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Roy Appleton, publisher of the Denton Record-Chronicle,

said he was made aware of the Channel 2 issue as a result of

Felber's contact with the Denton Chamber of Commerce. After

Felber briefed the Chamber on Channel 2 developments, Chamber

members contacted Appleton and asked him to form a committee

to investigate the issue, to decide what would be in the best

interests of Denton and its universities. The committee com-

prised TWU President Huey, NTSU President Nolen, DISD Super-

intendent McGee, Denton Mayor Hughes, Millard Heath, past

president of the Denton Chamber of Commerce, Jim Boso, general

manager of KDNT radio, and Appleton, who served as chairman.

Appleton said everyone agreed almost immediately that Denton

should take some action to preserve Channel 2, and to explore

the possibility of developing a program to build a station in

Denton.4

On March 14, 1977, the Denton city council adopted a

resolution that stipulated

That the City of Denton request the Federal Communi-
cations Commission to delay their decision of the appli-
cation for reallocation of Channel 2 for a reasonable
time so that the City of Denton can determine the advan-
tages and/or disadvantages that such reallocation may
have to the City, its citizens and the splendid educa-
tional institutions that are within the City, and make
a rec imendation in favor or opposition df such realloca-
tion.

The following day, the Denton Chamber of Commerce adopted

a similar resolution making the same request. Appleton said

he had contacted Pfister before sending the resolutions to

the FCC, in an attempt to start negotiations that Appleton

hoped would resolve the controversy. On April 5, 1977, a meet-
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ing was convened in Denton, attended by Pfister, Ralph Rogers,

chairman of the board of the Public Communications Foundation

(PCF) (the licensee of Channel 13), the Denton Community for

Channel 2 Committee, and other interested parties. At the

meeting, Rogers said he could not understand why the Denton

Committee was concerned about KERA's application for Channel 2.

He asserted that he was just trying to provide a service for

the city of Denton, Denton County, and the surrounding area.

Appleton told Rogers that he had resolutions from the City

Council and the Denton Chamber of Commerce, directed to the

FCC explaining Denton's position. Appleton said he did not

want to send the documents to Washington until he found out

more about KERA's plans for Channel 2, and how they would

affect Denton. In response, Rogers became noticeably emotional

and said, "You just killed public television for North Texas."50

Rogers accused the committee of being provincial and narrow minded,

and said he was not concerned about Denton or anywhere else.

He told the committee that he was concerned about public tele-

vision's serving the North Texas area, and that the next move

regarding the matter was up to the committee. The meeting

adjourned. As the participants left, Pfister approached

Appleton and Hughes and told them KERA had spent $80,000 pre-

paring its application for Channel 2. Pfister said that if

Denton decided to oppose the application, KERA would spend no

more money to fight the opposition. He said it was up to

Denton whether the proposed activation of Channel 2 would die

or become a reality.5 1
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It was important that the Denton committee make immediate

decisions concerning the fate of the channel. The FCC had set

a May 23, 1977 deadline as a cut-off date for the filing of

competing applications for Channel 2, or protests against

KERA's application for the channel. On April 21, 1977 the

Denton committee sent the following letter to Edward Pfister

outlining their demands;

Following the meeting we had with your group on
April 5, our Denton Community for Channel 2 Committee
held a meeting at which we agreed on the following
action.

We request that you amend your application filed
with the Federal Communications Commission so that it
will designate Denton, Texas, as the city of license
for Channel 2.

With this amendment, we, and the people of Denton,
will be able to lend our help and support in the suc-
cessful development of Channel 2, including providing
you with the land and building for studio facilities.

Will you please send me a copy of any amendment
request you file with the Federal Communications Com-
mission, so that I receive it no later than May 2, 1977.

Our committee has agreed that if we do not receive
such copy, we will file a protest of your application
with the Federal Communications Commission prior to
the May 23, 1977 deadline.

We look forward to working with yo in the
successful development of this project.52

Appleton said the requirement that Denton be identified

as the city of license, was a protective measure that would

ensure Denton's right to complain formally to the FCC every

three years, in case the community believed its needs were not

being served by the channel. Appleton said he received a call

from Pfister on April 28, 1977. During the conversation,

Pfister said he had received the committee's letter and that

KERA would accede to its requests. Pfister asked for an exten-

sion of the May 2 deadline to give his attorneys time to draw
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up necessary legal papers. The request was granted and a

meeting was scheduled to convene in the University Union on

the NTSU campus on May 10, 1977, to discuss the matter in

more detail. 5 3

There was a new development, however, prior to this

meeting, Newton Rayzor, volunteer Chairman of the North Texas

Development Board, and a long-time friend of NTSU, had become

interested in the issue. He conferred with the committee and

suggested that it contact the Houston law firm of Leon Jaworski

to find out who the best FCC attorneys were in Washington, D.C.

He cautioned that legal advice would be necessary to ensure

that Denton was fairly dealt with when the proposed agreement

was drawn up. The Houston law firm recommended Joseph F.

Hennessey of Pittman, lovett, Ford, and Hennessey in Washington,

D.C. Hennessey was contacted and flew to Denton to meet with

its representatives. When the meeting with the PCF represen-

tatives convened May 10, 1977, Hennessey was present with the

committee and other interested parties. Attending the meeting

with Pfister were Rogers, Rena Pederson, TV columnist from the

Dallas Morni News, and Earl Cullum, a consulting engineer and

member of the PCF Board.

As the meeting progressed, the committee was surprised

to find out that Rogers had not changed his position since the

April 5 meeting. He was vague about the proposed agreement

and had his engineer specify a number of reasons why Denton

could not be the city of license. He was angry that the com-

mittee had an attorney present and finally said in exasperation,
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that if Denton could raise the money to build a station, the

PCF would back out and withdraw its application. He said it

was immaterial to him who built the station. Finally, he told

the committee if it wanted to raise half the money for a

Channel 2 station, it could have half of the management con-

trol of the facility. The committee met after the meeting and

was advised by Hennessey to file a petition to deny Channel

13's application for Channel 2 before the FCC's May 23 dead-

line.55

On May 12, 1977, however, Rayzor met with Rogers in Fort

Worth and worked out an informal agreement regarding Channel 
2.

Iater it was approved by the Denton committee, and, in a letter

dated May 18, 1977, the tenets of the agreement were sent to

KERA's attorneys. The proposed agreement read:

(1) Those present at the meeting yesterday decided

to give high priority to an attempt to raise 50O or more

of the funds needed to build a television station to

operate on Channel 2 and to put that station on the air.

(2) If the Denton group obtains reasonable assurance

of availability of sufficient credit commitment or credit

commitments within 90 days of May 23, 1977, it is under-

stood that the pending application of KERA-TV for Channel

2 would be withdrawn or amended and there would be organ-

ized a new group as an applicant for Channel 2.

(3) Assuming that the conditions mentioned in the

preceding two paragraphs are met, the newly constituted

group would submit a new application or amend the pending

application for Channel 2 to show Denton as the city of
license.

(4) In consideration of the willingness of the Denton

group to proceed as mentioned, rather than file a protest

or petition against KERA-TV, KERA-TV would request from

the Federal Communications Commission a 90 day delay of

the cut-off date now scheduled for May 23, 1977. It is

specifically understood that KERA-TV would file with
the Federal Communications Commission by the close of

business on May 19, 1977.
(5) If the Denton group is unable to obtain reason-

able assurance of commitments for its proposed financing

plans within 90 days of May 23, 1977, Mr. Rogers will be
sonotified and the Denton group will not oppose the
pending application of KERA-TV for Channel 2.5
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On Wednesday afternoon, May 18, 1977, Hennessey expected

to meet in Washington with KERA's attorney to draw up the agree-

ment. On that day, however, Hennessey informed the committee

that the attorney for Channel 13 told him he was unaware of

any meeting. The deadline for filing the agreement with the

FCC had been set for Thursday, May 19, 1977. The discrepancy

was resolved that day when Rogers called Appleton at 5:00 PD1,

apologized, and said he could not deliver his part of the deal.

He said the executive committee of the PCF had approved the

agreement, but that his board of directors would not. He

explained his board declined approval because in good con-

science they could not make such a decision without the commen-

surate approval of the DCCCD. Rogers said he reached Bill

Priest, Chancellor of the DCCCD, who was in Canada on a fishing

trip. Priest said he did not think the agreement was a good

idea, and would not agree to it on the telephone. Rogers

contacted Bob Thornton, chairman of the board of directors for

the DCCCD, but Thornton refused to convene the board to decide

the issue. Consequently, at the last minute, the deal was off.

Rogers told Appleton he could not blame him for any future

action he took from that point on. They hung up and Appleton

called Hennessey in Washington and told him to file two peti-

tions with the FCC, a petition to deny the application of

Channel 13, and a petition to extend the May 23, 1977 cut-off

date to give the Denton committee time to prepare its own

application for Channel 2.57

Before Hennessey had time to act, the Dallas chapter of

the Texas Association of Community Organizations for Reform
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Now (ACORN) filed its own petition against KERA's application.

ACORN described itself as "a nonprofit membership organization

composed of approximately 1,250 families which seeks better ser-

vices and facilities for low to moderate income families."58

In its petition to deny, ACORN accused the PCF of cleverly

attempting a de facto reallocation of Channel 2 from Denton

to Dallas, by the utilization of FCC regulations that would

move the city of license from Denton to Flower Mound.59 In

its pleading submitted to the FCC, ACORN stated:

Although applicant [KERA] is primarily obligated
to serve the city of license which applicant states is
Flower Mound; (sic) the makeup of applicant's board
of directors, location of its studio and transmitter
site, proposed programming, etc. all lead to the
conclusion that applicant desires to serve the
Dallas urban area to the detriment of local ser-
vice to Denton County, Texas.oO

The ACORN petition pointed out the PCF's proposed trans-

mitter site for Channel 2 was to be located at Cedar Hill 15

miles south of Dallas, providing Dallas with better reception

than Denton would receive from the proposed station. The PCF,

in its application, had requested a waiver to permit the pro-

posed site of its main studio for the channel, to be located

at the present facilities of KERA-TV Channel 13, on 3000

Harry Hines Boulevard, in Dallas. Other assertions described

'the PCF's board of directors as being composed almost entirely

of Dallas residents with no members from Flower Mound or Denton

County. ACORN alluded to the PCF's proposal to serve Flower

Mound with a mobile unit, suggesting that concrete proposals

relating to when, where, and how often it would originate

programming from Flower Mound were vague and inconclusive.
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It was further noted that the PCF planned to locate its Chan-

nel 2 administrative offices at its Dallas studio.61

In its application, the PCF contended that permission

to locate Channel 2's main studios in Dallas would save thou-

sands of dollars in construction costs that would otherwise

have to be spent for a Flower Mound facility. The PCF contended

that its mobile unit could serve the origination needs of

Flower Mound, and at the same time, allow institutions in

Dallas to utilize the facilities of Channel 2 in Dallas.62

ACORN argued that this arrangement would not provide acces-

sibility to the channel for Denton County institutions. It

was noted:

Applicant says nothing about driving time or dis-
tance from Denton to the studio location. Petitioner
states that it is a 50 minute drive from Denton to the
studio location and a 30 minute drive from Flofw Mound
to the studio at current speed limits. In addition
bus service from Denton to Dallas is poor and nonexis-
tent from Flower Mound to Dallas. The cost of bus-
fare from Denton to downtown Dallas is $7-95 one way
and the ride takes 50 to 80 minutes. It is then
necessary to transfer to the Dallas Transit System to
reach the KERA studio at an additional cost of 35
cents. It is also important to note that there is a
telephone long distance charge from Denton to the KERA
studio of 66 cents for the first three minutes and an
additional 22 cents for each additional minute t ere-
after during the regular business hours of KERA.03

ACORN questioned the ability of the PCF to finance the

construction and operating costs of a new Channel 2 facility.

ACORN said that the PCF could raise only $854,324 with its

fund drive for Channel 13, in 1975, and that it did not reveal

to the FCC how it planned to raise more than three times that

amount for a Channel 2 station not yet in existence. ACORN

complained that written statements from the Dallas County
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Clearing House Association, the Ford Foundation, and the DCCCD,

supporting their financial commitments to the PCF, had not been

filed with the FCC.64 ACORN contended that the PCF's letter

of credit from the First National Bank of Dallas, committing

the bank to lend the PCF any shortfall up to $3,200,000 was

suspect, because its validity was contingent upon the successful

execution of the PCF contract with the DCCCD for the purchase

of airtime by the District. Concerning the contract ACORN

said:

Applicant has submitted no documentation of pledges
to finance construction, that it has raised any portion
of the cost of construction, nor that it has certified
to the District that funds have been raised or are firmly
committed. In sum, there is no evidence that the lease
agreement is still a valid instrument,. I not, the bank
letter of credit is also no longer valid. 5

ACORN argued that the granting of the Channel 2 license

to KERA would establish undue concentration of media owner-

ship in the Denton-Fort Worth-Dallas area. ACORN said:

A noncommercial educational television franchise
involves a peculiarly unique opportunity for communi-
cation and creative expression. As such, this oppor-
tunity should be made available to as many individuals
or groups as possible. This objective is undermined
by giving the franchise to an entity already owning one
such franchise in the broadcast area. To further the
objective, the franchise should be reserved, that other
groups might benefit from it, introduce new viewpoints
into the community, and so benefit the public interest.67

ACORN suggested that KERA's proposed programming specifi-

cations for a new Channel 2 facility failed miserably to meet

the community needs of its service area.68 In conclusion,

ACORN said:

Petitioner submits that a granting of the Foundation's
application by this Commission would create great detri-
ment to the public interest. It will take from the people
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of Denton an opportunity to supply themselves with 
a

stimulating television fare of local orientation. 
It

will put in its place an insipid array of programming

provided by Dallas denizens passing themselves 
off as

Flower Mound patriots; who, given their monopolistic

position vis a vis Channels 2 and 13, would stand

beyond the pale of any public market pressure 
for

quality media. Applicant's cavalier attitude in

regard to the people of Denton and the 
Dallas-Fort

Worth area, besides being thus manifested, also reveals

itself in its ill-conceived financial propositions.

Given these factors, it is clear that the public

interest calls for his Commission to deny the Founda-

tion's application. 9

Hennessey filed two petitions with the FCC on behalf 
of

the Denton Channel 2 Committee on May 23, 1977. One was a

petition to deny KERA's application; the other sought a

waiver to extend for 90 days the May 23, 1977 deadline for

filing competing applications for the channel.
70 In this

letter of May 24, 1977, to Appleton, Hennessey explained his

legal strategy for the Denton Committee:

KERA now has three choices: (1) to defend its

proposal as now constituted; or, (2) to amend its

application in several respects; or, (3) to negotiate

with the Denton Channel Committee.
It is unlikely that KERA-TV will follow the first

choice. The application as now constituted, has too

many holes in it.
As for the second choice, KERA-TV may run into a

problem with establishment of a new "cut-off, " under

certain conditions which may make it necessary for

KERA-TV to make a major change in its engineering

proposal. This is one of the reasons that we filed

a request to waive the cut-off rules, because we

want KERA-TV to recognize the seriousness of interest

with which the Denton Channel 2 Committee is making

representations to the Federal Communications Commission.

For the present KERA-TV well recognizes that if a

major change is made in the KERA-TV engineering for

Channel 2, then the Denton Channel 2 Committee will

have an opportunity to file for the Channel, irrespec-

tive of whether the Commission grants or denies the

request for waiver or extension of the "cut-off".

This is so because if a major change is proposed by

KERA-TV then there will be a new cut-off anyway.
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The third option available to KERA-TV, that of

dealing with the Denton Channel 2 Committee, should

have more appeal now.71

The Denton Committee's petition to deny argued that the

PCF really desired the use of Channel 2 as an extension of

activities which were already concentrated in Dallas under

the auspices of KERA-TV, Channel 13. The FCC was reminded

that concentration of media ownership was against FCC policy.
72

The following portion, Section 307 (b), of the Communications

Act of 1934, was cited as proof of this position:

The Commission, in considering application for
licenses, must make such distribution of licenses,
frequencies, hours of operation, and power among
the several states and communities as to provide
a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of
service to each of the same.73

The committee contended that 46 of 48 officers and direc-

tors of the PCF were residents of Dallas, and that they would

have a strong influence on the programming orientation of

Channel 2. The committee complained that Dallas would be the

principal partner in the project. It was asserted that

Flower Mound, the proposed city of license, was ten miles

closer to Dallas and Fort Worth than to Denton. The committee

said that the PCF's program policies for Channel 2 were directed

toward Dallas and not Denton or Denton County. To support its

position further, the committee pointed out that operating

funds for Channel 2 would come primarily from Dallas.
74

When applying for a license to operate a television station,

applicants are required by law to perform a complete community

ascertainment study to assess community needs, so that the

proposed station's programming policies can be designed to
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serve the public interest. Regarding KERA's ascertainment

study for Channel 2, the committee said:

PCF's utter failure to list community problems,
needs and interests ascertained pursuant to interviews
with Flower Mound community leaders results in a failure
to separate a distinct programming need for Flower Mound
as contrasted to Dallas-Fort Worth. The conclusion is
inescapable that PCF's proposed programming is directed
at the ascertained needs of Dallas-Fort Worth,75

In its ascertainment the PCF devoted three pages to

Flower Mound and twenty-nine pages to Dallas-Fort Worth. The

committee contended that this defect, along with the others

cited, constituted a misapplication of FCC policy contrary

to FCC rule, precedent, and statute.76

FCC regulations require "that a television station's main

studio be located in the principal community to be served

within its corporate boundaries."77 The committee said that

the PCF should not be granted a waiver of this rule allowing

it to locate its main studio for Channel 2 in Dallas rather

than Flower Mound. The committee contended that the PCF had

not substantiated its claim that it would save tens of thou-

sands of dollars as a result of the proposed arrangement. The

committee stated:

No cost estimates for construction of studio facil-
ities in Flower Mound are presented. PCF submits no
estimate to compare the cost of its Dallas studios to
the equipment investment, and installation costs required
for the new Channel 2 facility where it is intended to
be located, namely Denton. Neither does PCF make any
showing comparing cost of purchasing, outfitting, main-
taining, and operating a manned mobile unit concentrating
on Denton. PCF, in short, has failed to meet its burden
of proof in showing good cause for waiver without hearing.
As has been already pointed out before, PCF's primary
objective is to waive the main studio rules requirements
so as to accomodate the intended de facto reallcation
of the Channel 2 facility to Dallas-Fort Worth, 9
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The committee contended that the overlap of Channel 2 with

PCF operations on Channel 13 would not be in the public

interest.80 It ended its petition in a conciliatory tone,

stating:

While the Denton Channel 2 Committee is implacably
opposed to grant of the above-captioned application in
its present form, it does not necessarily follow that
there is no circumstance in which PCF should participate
in operation of facilities on Channel 2. As things
stand now, however, there is no question but that the
application cannot and should not be granted and that
evidentiary hearing must be held as requested by the
Denton Channel 2 Committee.81

In its petition requesting a 90-day waiver of the cut-off

rule, extending to August 23, 1977, the date for filing appli-

cations for Channel 2, the committee reiterated agreements it

had made with the PCF regarding Channel 2, and described their

subsequent collapse. The committee explained, "Considerable

time and effort which could have been spent on putting together

an application was lost due to the desire to work out some

sort of negotiated settlement of differances with the Public

Communication Foundation of North Texas."8 The committee

argued that it could be in the public interest, convenience,

and necessity to grant the extension, in order to give the

committee an opportunity to file on or before August 23, 1977,

an application for a construction permit to build and operate

a station on Denton's Channel 2.84

On June 7, 1977, the PCF filed with the FCC, a petition

opposing the ACORN and Denton Committee's petitions to deny

KERA's application. The PCF filed another petition opposing

the committee's request for a waiver of the cut-off rule. In

its opposition petition, the PCF suggested that ACORN's organi-
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zational goals did not qualify it as an organization that

was interested or active in television. Consequently, the

PCF argued that the ACORN pleading should be considered an

informal objection to KERA's proposed use of Channel 2, and

not a formal petition to deny.85

The PCF argued that the petitioners' contention that the

PCF's proposed use of Channel 2 would constitute a de facto

reallocation of the channel to Dallas, was without merit.

The Dallas-based foundation said it had compiled its appli-

cation within the boundaries of FCC regulations technically

and legally.86 When the FCC made its TV channel assignments

in 1952, VHF channels for noncommercial use where allocated

to communities designated as "primarily educational centers."

Regarding this policy the PCF said:

The Sixth Report and Order assigned two television
channels to Denton--UHF Channel 17, in accordance with
general allocation principals, and VHF Channel 2 in
accordance with the "primary educational center"
exception. 41 FCC at 410. Denton received the latter,
a wide area VHF channel, in order to provide "general
public instruction," implicitly for the entire Dallas-
Fort Worth area. Channel 2 was not assigned to Denton
to serve primarily the local needs of Denton. Local
needs were to be met by the assignment of UHF Channel
17.

Channel 17 is no longer assigned to Denton. It was
deleted when the Television Table of Assignments was
revised. The Commission has explained this decision in
a later proceeding: "Denton was not provided with a
commercial UHF assignment in the revised table because
of its proximity to Dallas and Fort Worth and absence
of any evidence of interest in the operation of a local
TV station to serve the needs of Denton.

The Committee seeks to bar the Foundation's opera-
tion of Channel 2, because it claims the station will
not serve the unique local needs of Denton, yet the
Commission has refused to assume that the needs of
Denton differ from the need of other residents of
the Dallas-Fort Worth SMSA. 8
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The PCF pointed out that Channel 2 had been dormant since

its assignment, and that, despite representations made by

Denton officials through the years, a station had never

materialized. 89

As further proof of its intent to serve Flower Mound and

Denton, the PCF submitted an amendment to its application which

proposed to give Denton's two universities as much as one-third

of the new station's broadcast time, at the same cost con-

tracted for by the DCCCD. The PCF said its auxiliary mobile-

unit studio to be based in Flower Mound, would be available for

use in the city of Denton and Denton County. The PCF said it

would make use of studio facilities made available by Denton's

two universities, and that it would cooperate with the univer-

sities to establish an internship training program for students

of communications. The amendment stipulated that the new

station would cover theater and music events at both univer-

sities in Denton and provide special interest programming for

the residents of Denton and Denton County. The PCF concluded

its amendment by offering to elect representative persons

residing in Denton County to eight positions on the forty-five

member board of directors which supervises the PCF's activities.90

The PCF reiterated that location of a main studio in

Dallas for Channel 2 would permit the use of its superior

technical plant that serves KERA-TV. The PCF estimated that

it would cost approximately $2,000,000 to reproduce a plant

of similar quality in Flower Mound. The PCF said that the

use of the Dallas studio would conserve limited financial

resources, and allow more money to be spent for programming
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and other operating costs. It pointed out that it expected

financial support for the new station to come largely from

Dallas, and said such an arrangement would not be a disadvan-

tage for the residents of Denton County, because its proposed

auxiliary mobile studio would serve Denton and Flower Mound.

The PCF argued that FCC policy did not require a main studio

to be accessible by mass transportation, and pointed out

that a main studio in Dallas would be a twenty-five minute

drive from Flower Mound by super highway.91

Statements made by ACORN and the committee suggesting

that the use of Channel 2 would constitute an undue monopoly

of media ownership, were dismissed by the PCF as a

half-hearted effort to apply the Commission's multiple-
ownership "duopoly" rule (Section 73.636 (a)) to the
Foundation's application, despite the fact that multiple-

ownership rule (Section 73.636 (b)) specifically excludes
noncommercial educational stations from the prohibited 92
overlap restrictions applicable to commercial stations.

The PCF argued that a single licensee with two stations

could often provide better service than two separate licensees.
93

It argued that, "Two stations operated by the same licensee

can engage in joint planning for varied and coordinated ser-

vices to the area, whereas a second licensee would inevitably

produce more duplication of effort and programming."

The committee and ACORN had contended that the PCF failed

to comply with FCC requirements regarding the ascertainment

of community needs. The Foundation argued that noncommercial

stations were exempt from formal ascertainment requirements.

In light of this fact, the PCF stated that the effort that it
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had made was more than necessary, and fulfilled FCC guidelines

pertinent to application procedures for noncommercial 
tele-

95
vision stations.9

ACORN's objections to the PCF's programming proposals

f or Channel 2, were dismissed as mere disagreements with

programming judgments which did not merit consideration by

the FCC. It was reiterated that the PCF's programming would

meet the needs of Flower Mound as well as the rest of Channel

96
2's service area.

ACORN's attack on the PCF's financial ability to build

and operate Channel 2, was challenged with the proposed sub-

mission of two letters which sought to substantiate the validity

of the PCF's financial arrangements. The PCF stated that it

would "shortly submit, as an amendment to its application, a

copy of a letter from the Ford Foundation which indicates

its willingness to become guarantor for the stated amount."9
7

In its petition, the PCF did submit a letter from Bill Priest,

Chancellor of the DCCCD, which attested to the continued

validity of the District's contractual arrangements with

the PCF for the purchase of air time. 98

In the conclusion of its petition the PCF stated

Petitioners have failed to present any legal or

factual argument which cannot be resolved on the pleadings

in favor of the Foundation. Therefore, because the public

interest, convenience and necessity would be served by

the proposed station, the petitions to deny should be

denied and the Foundation's application for a construc-

tion permit should be granted. 9

On June 17, 1977, the Denton committee replied to the

PCF's opposition to the committee's request for a 90-day
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waiver and petition to deny KERA's application.100 Regarding

the waiver request the committee stated:

The cut-off rule is designed primarily to avoid
"jockeying for position" by commercial applicants to
maximize competitive advantages. The same considerations
do not obtain here. As the Committee has stated, the
proposal of PCF to utilize Channel 2 has served as a
catalyst. Negotiation with PCF was fruitless. The
Committee is still seriously contemplating filing for
Channel 2. A corporation is in the process of being
formed for this purpose. It is, in truth, premature
to represent that there is a 100% certitude that a
Denton-based group will in fact apply for Channel 2.
It is at this point, certainly accurate to represent
that this is a reasonable possibility.

At the same time, the Committee reasserts that
had it known that the negotiations with PCF would not
be fruitful, more effort and time would have been con-
centrated on assessing the prospects for preparing and
filing and prosecuting an application to operate on
Channel 2 at Denton, Texas.lul

In its reply to the PCF's opposition to the committee's

petition to deny, Denton interests said that the FCC never

stated that Channel 2 was not required to serve Denton

primarily. Nor, it was stated, did the FCC require Channel

2 to provide general public instruction to residents of the

Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area.102 Regarding the FCC's

assignment policy, the committee quoted the Sixth Report and

Order as follows:

The Commission also concluded that as a further
assignment factor it should provide channels for non-
commercial educational television service in 46 com-
munities outside of metropolitan areas designated as
"primarily educational centers." Certain of these
communities were assigned one channel for noncommercial
educational use, whereas they would not otherwise have
been assigned any channel; others received an additional
channel over and above the number of channels they would
otherwise received. Moreover, an attempt was made insofar
as possible to assign a VHF to each of these educational
centers for educational use. 41 FCC at 169.103
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The committee argued that Denton's Channel 2 assignment

undoubtedly resulted from the policy implications of the fore-

goingquote. It was stressed that the FCC assigned VHF channels

to primary educational centers that were outside of metro-

politan areas. The committee stated, "It is clear that the

Commission did not perceive of Denton as part of Dallas-Fort

Worth, nor anticipated that Channel 2 would be utilized to

serve primarily Dallas-Fort Worth to the detriment of Denton,

Denton County and the five surrounding counties.l04 The com-

mittee said that the PCF was in error when it assumed because

of the deletion of commercial UHF Channel 17 from Denton, that

the FCC concluded there is no need for a channel to serve the

local needs of Denton. The PCF had cited the FCC's subsequent

denial of a request for a new commercial assignment in Denton

as further evidence to support his position. The committee

argued that commercial assignments and noncommercial educational

assignments serve different needs, and that the deletion of

Channel 17 had no relevance to the educational needs of Denton.105

The committee stated that the FCC's denial of a request for a

new UHF commercial channel in Denton could not be "viewed as

a Commission decision to homogenize Denton within the Dallas-

Fort Worth SMSA. Indeed, had the Commission done so, it would

have deleted Channel 2 as a Denton assignment."106

The PCF's committment to elect eight persons from Denton

County to its 45-member board of directors, should KERA be

granted a license to operate on Channel 2, was unanimously

turned down by the committee. The committee stated that the
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PCF's 37-member majority would "control Channel 2 programming

policies just as it already controls the policies of KERA-TV

and KERA-FM.,, 1 0 7

The PCF stated that its proposed mobile unit would be

available to serve the needs of Denton. The committee said

that the PCF submitted no fixed schedule specifying when the

unit would serve Denton or Flower Mound. The PCF's offer that

Channel 2 would broadcast programs of special interest to

Denton was attacked, because the PCF failed to submit the

names of special programs, their hours of broadcast, or other

relevant data.108

The committee turned down the PCF's offer to making

available one-third of Channel 2's broadcast time to Denton's

two universities. It complained that the PCF did not indicate

the specific hours that would be available to the universities,

nor did the PCF offer access of at least two-thirds of the pro-

gramming hours available on Channel 2.109

In its final comments, the committee alluded to its per-

ceived fallability of the PCF's ascertainment procedures per-

taining to Channel 2. The committee stated:

Special note is made of the PCF's failure to surveythe Denton area population. Throughout its opposition,PCF has, time and time again, stressed that it will servethe needs of Denton in its community. Yet, as its appli-
cation clearly indicates, because it is not required todo so, PCF has not surveyed the needs of the Denton com-
munity. In light of this evidence, how can the Commission
place any credence in its unspecific pledge of service tothe Denton area community.1 1 0

On June 23, 1977, some unusual developments regarding the

Channel 2 issue surfaced for the perusal of the committee.
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Hennessey had written Appleton about a secret document pre-

pared by ACORN, proposing that ACORN apply for Channel 2.

The letter (see Appendix A) stated:

Enclosed is a proposal prepared by ACORN to apply
for Channel 2 in Denton, Texas.

I am not at liberty to identify the source of this
information. I can say that it did not come from any one
at KERA-TV or sympathetic to the KERA-TV point of view.

As you will see from reviewing the enclosure, ACORN
would be very much interested in applying for Channel 2
when and if it became available.

It is obvious that, stripped of its rhetorical trap-
pings, ACORN's chief objective is to orient Channel 2
service towards Dallas and Fort Worth. This is an
objective which is very difficult to reconcile with the
public position taken by ACORN in its pleadings against
KERA-TV.

The enclosed materials have been sent to you for
dissemination to other members of the Channel 2 Committee.
However, I do request that there be no indiscriminate
dissemination of these materials nor any information
which is contained therein.

This "position paper," if you want to call it that,
can be used to completely discredit the good faith of
ACORN in filing its objections to the KERA-TV application.
Of course, whether we will ever use the enclosed materials
involves a tactical choice which may well depend upon theprogress of the Channel 2 Committee to go forward with
making application for the Channel.

Please give me a status report on the plans of the
Channel 2 Committee to apply for Channel 2.111

On July 8, 1977, ACORN filed its reply to the PCF's

opposition to petitions to deny.l12 In its petition, ACORN

argued that its pleading should be considered a formal petition

to deny. The PCF had claimed that ACORN's organizational goals

did not qualify it as an organization interested or active in

television. ACORN stated:

The Articles of Incorporation of ACORN list its
purpose as attaining the advancement of low to moderate
income people as citizens of the United States and oftheir respective communities and states, in every areaof their interest and concern. ACORN has in excess of

?250 family memberships in the North Texas Area includingDallas and Denton Counties and has become involved in a
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wide range of civic affairs and the advancement of theinterests of low to moderate income people. ACORN hasbecome interested in the amount and quality of publicaffairs programming offered by the communications mediain the North Texas area. ACORN feels that a widelydiverse and competitive broadcast media will lead to themost extensive coverage of community problems and publicaffairs programming. Because a grant of a constructionpermit to the Foundation will result in the single owner-ship of the only educational outlets in the North Texasarea, ACORN feels its goal of seeing diverse and competi-tive broadcast media will be damaged.11 3

ACORN argued that the PCF's control of Channel 2 would

run "counter to a basic philosophy of the First Amendment

that the widest possible dissemination of information from

diverse and antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare

of the public."114  In conclusion, ACORN argued that the granting
of the PCF's application would "impair the Commission's long-
established regulatory goals of increasing the number of out-
lets for community self-expression encourging diverse and

competitive programming services. ,115

With the issuance of a state charter granting the Denton
committee permission to incorporate, the committee became the
Denton Channel Two Foundation on August 17, 1977. Members of
the new corporation, formed to make application for Channel 2,
included: Nolen, Huey, McGee, Appleton, and Millard Heath,
former president of the Denton Chamber of Commerce.116

On August 23, 1977, the Denton foundation filed an applica-
tion with the FCC for authority to construct a noncommercial

educational television station. Filed simultaneously was a
petition for a a of late filed aplication.11 7 In its

application the foundation outlined the following purposes
and objectives for its proposed use of Channel 2:



The Denton Channel Two Foundation, Inc. proposesto build and operate educational Channel 2 primarilyto serve the people of its coverage area with a broadrange of instructional, informational, and culturalprogramming.
A primary purpose of the proposed station will beto broadcast courses for college credit. This type ofprogramming is already offered successfully by manyeducational noncommercial television stations throughoutthe country and would be a major activity of Channel 2.Channel 2 will seek affiliation with the PublicBroadcasting Service and thus would be able to offer awide range of information and entertainment programsfor its audience. At the beginning of its operation,the station would rely somewhat heavily on the offeringsof this network and other services to supplement itsprimary purpose of instructional and educational programsas well as public service programs for the Denton Countyand the eight surrounding counties in the north Texasarea. 118

In its petition for acceptance of late filed application,
the Denton foundation reargued the same points it had alluded
to in its previous petitions. The Denton foundation concluded
its petition by reminding the FCC that the

PCF is attempting to effect de facto reallocation of theDenton Channel 2 application to Dallas. Grant of thisapplication will give PCF an unprecedented two VHF mediaoutlets in Dallas and deprive, forevermore, a VHF outletfor Denton. The Denton Channel Two Foundation speaks forthe community. This is evident from the make-up of theFoundation as described in the application for a construc-tion permit filed simultaneously herewith and in thePetition to Deny filed on May 23, 1977. It is the interestof the viewers and listeners, rather than the interest ofbroadcasters or broadcast applicants, which is paramount.Red lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, Supra. The Commissionwill abrogate its dutyto serve the public interest byrefusing the Denton Channel Two Foundation's petition;it will vindicate its public interst duty by granting thepetition. 119

On September 2, 1977, the PCF filed with the FCC a motion
to strike Denton's petition for acceptance of late filed appli-
cation, and an opposition to the Denton petition. In its motion
to strike, the PCF contended that the Denton foundation had
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argued the same points in the petition that it previously had

discussed, and thereby placed "a repetitious and undue burden

of response on Public Foundation.,120 For this reason the

PCF asked the FCC to strike from the record the Denton pleading.

In its opposition petition, the PCF argued that the Denton

foundation did not ascertain community needs for its applica-

tion, and yet proposed programming for the channel substantially

similar to the PCF's proposals.12 1  The PCF pointed out other

perceived deficiencies in Denton's application which questioned

the financial ability of the Denton foundation to build and

operate a station on Channel 2:

Petitioner (Denton Foundation) indicates in its
application (Section III) that it has no funds on
deposit in any bank. There is no balance sheet of
the Petitioner submitted with its application. The
clear inferance here is that Petitioner has absolutely
no funds or other assets at the present time. The
application is completely lacking in any information
as to the availability of funds to cover $1,455 ,100
in construction costs.

The large expenses of litigation that would be
forced upon Public Foundation in the event of compara-
tive hearing would diminish sorely needed funds for
programming. On the other hand, it appears that
Petitioner does not even have adequate funds for
the prosecution of its application through a com-
parative hearing. Indeed, the complete lack of fin-
ancial backing for Petitioner's proposed station
raises a question whether Petitioner seriously intends
to construct and operate a station, or whether its
application is interposed for delay and leverage to
enforce its demands for inclusion in Public Foundation's
application. 1 2 2

As of September 2, 1977, the Denton foundation had not

filed a reply to the PCF's latest petition.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The lure of Channel 2 has attracted broadcasting interests

for twenty-five years. The fervent legal battles fought to

protect and acquire it have been financially costly. More

important, however, the viewing public has paid the greatest

price. This disuse of one of the most valuable channels in

the broadcast spectrum, has laid waste to untold hours of

viewing time that could have been used to perpetuate the joys

of learning, and the enrichment of life that can come from

knowledge.

Perhaps the educational institutions of Denton are at

fault for their empty promises to build a station; time after

time, they reneged on those promises because more important

priorities dictated that funds be channeled into other areas.

Perhaps the commercial companies are at fault for their

aggressive attempts to snatch from the cause of educational

television another channel for the production of programs

that cater to the advertising dollar. Perhaps Channel 13 is

at fault for seeking the unprecedented ownership of two VHF

stations licensed to the same city, when such an arrangement

would directly oppose the national policy of diversification

of control of mass media. Whoever is at fault, one thing is

certain, the public has been the loser.
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For the most part, controversies surrounding Channel 2

have been a product of education and culture versus money.

A recurrent theme throughout litigation pertinent to

Channel 2, has been the inability of Denton's educational

institutions to raise the funds to build and operate a

station. This unfortunate circumstance, coupled with the

FCC policy of giving educational institutions more time to

make plans and raise money to build educational television

stations, has conspired to keep many VHF educational channels

inactive for inordinately long periods of time. One cannot

help but wonder if it is unrealistic to expect educational

institutions to bear a substantial portion of the financial

burden required to get ETV stations operational. In the

case of Channel 2, where the Texas Legislature has refused

financial aid for the construction of a station, it is not

surprising that the channel has been dormant since its allo-

cation.

Television is expensive. Educational stations are non-

commercial and the terms of their licenses prevent them from
selling time to advertisers to generate revenue. Most univer-
sity stations and those owned by school districts "depend

primarily, of course, on money provided by taxes, but the

amount available is necessarily limited." Financial support
for ETV stations operated by educational institutions has
increased in recent years, but more money is definitely

needed.2  Only $100,000,000 of federal money is alloted to
finance public television, constituting one-tenth of what
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public television experts say it needs.3 As noted, state

revenue available for a Channel 2 facility is not just

limited, it is nonexistant. Although a lack of finances has

been a major obstacle preventing Channel 2's activation, other

reasons are equally important.

Apathy has played a significant role in preventing the

channel's utilization. Denton's educators did not become

interested in activating the channel until outside interests

sought to acquire it. When the threat was adequately extin-

guished through favorable rulings by the FCC, so was the burning

desire to build a station that Denton educators exhibited while

litigation was in progress. Channel 2 was assigned to Denton

in 1952. No interest concerning its utilization was evident

until 1956 when Gregg Television decided it wanted to use the

channel. From 1956 to 1959, when several commercial companies

sought control of Channel 2, local enthusiasm for the construc-

tion of a Denton station was an issue of some priority. By

1959, all the commercial companies had lost their bids for

the channel, and at the same time, Denton's educators lost

their enthusiasm to build a Denton station. Fifteen years

elapsed before President Nolen appointed his University Media

Planning Task Force to study the feasibility of getting a

station on the air. Others have suggested that the apathetic

attitude reflected by Denton's educators regarding Channel 2,

was spawned, in part, by a sense of self-interest based on

university policy.

Josh Roach, former Director of TWU's Speech Department,

said the Channel 2 allocation might have been utilized years
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before to serve Denton, if the two universities could have

cooperated in a joint venture to activate the assignment:

Between 1940 and 1960, there was a policy at TWU
that faculty and officials at that university should
refrain from associations with faculty or officials at
NTSJ. There was a fear by both institutions that too
much joint cooperation in university business might
eventually precipitate state legislative action that
would unify both institutions into one university.5

Roach said these conditions may have played a major role

in preventing the universities from working together to

implement Channel 2.6

In current litigation, the self-interest inherent in

ACORN's clandestine intention to use the channel, combined

with the PCF's rejection of a negotiated settlement with the

Denton foundation, resulted in a lack of cooperative effort

that could have increased considerably the chances of acti-

vating Channel 2. Along with the regrettable fact that the

PCF did not cooperate, it is the Denton foundation's position

that the PCF is attempting a de facto reallocation of Channel

2 to Dallas. John Schwarzwalder, who helped pioneer the

development of educational television in the United States,

agreed with this assessment and said the FCC will not be

fooled by what he described as a smart plan to move the channel

to Dallas "without an FCC hearing that ought tobeeheld before

you start moving channels around."'# Schwarzwalder said such

a move would not be in the best interests of the public because

Denton could utilize the channel more effectively than Dallas.

I agree with Schwarzwalder in his evaluation. He explained

that Denton could provide a better programming schedule than



Channel 13 because KERA depends heavily on the Public Broad-
casting Service (PBS) for its programming. PBS was organized
as an instrument to distribute ETV programs nationally.8

What KERA wants most, he continued, is to produce a series
of a cultural nature in Dallas for airing on the PBS network.
KERA's ambition is to do something that will get regular

attention from the rest of the country. This means that the
production effort, the money, and the best talent will focus
on something that is not designed to serve the best interests
of the local community. Schwarzwalder said the philosophy

of the Denton foundation is to make available to the entire
area the cultural resources of Denton's major universities

and local school system, while providing service for the needs
of the community. Schwarzwalder believes that competition

with Channel 13 would be healthy, and said, "KERA has had it
by itself for too long, and have gotten, according to people
who have been using their services, very self-satisfied, smug,

and careless." 9

If the FCC grants the PCF's application, the decision
will have significant precedential value at the national level.
It is quite likely that the unprecedented ownership of two VHF
stations licensed to the same city will crop up in several of
the areas having unused VHF ETV assignments.10 FCC rules
forbidding multiple ownerships of media outlets by commercial
companies do not apply to noncommercial educational stations.
When ETV was in its infancy, it was believed that one ETV
channel would be insufficient to handle educational requirements
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of twelve grades in a school system. In many instances it

turned out that one channel was not enough, and another had

to be activated to meet the educational needs of the community.

All of these combinations, however, comprised a UHF and a VHF

channel. Nowhere in the United States has any broadcast

company controlled the superior power potential of two VHF

outlets.1 1 Television stations, especially VHF's, influence

public opinion a great deal. The advent of television networks

began a process of homogenization of the American people.12

As a consequence, it has become increasingly important that

a diversity of viewpoints reach the American public.

Channel 13's acquisition of Channel 2 would reduce the

public's access to a variety of views. Separately owned

stations are more likely than affiliated ones to seek out

specialized audiences that would otherwise be neglected.

Separate ownership would be an important check of deliberate

abuses of power by both stations:

The impact of mass media is greatest the fewer
the views heard; it is easier to cater to suscepti-
bilities and prejudices than to change them radically.
Local monopolists can do little to change a community's
views, although they may be a strong force conserving
existing opinions, prejudices, and vices.1 3

Separate ownership of Channel 13 and Channel 2 would

provide a diversity of outlooks and perspectives by different

owners as different individuals. This arrangement would

"facilitate greater accuracy, fairness, thoroughness, and

balance of the media. "14 These considerations must be care-
fully evaluated, and more money must be found in the meantime

to help get remaining unused ETV channels operational.



More money is needed from the federal government to help
finance the substantial costs required to build and operate
ETV stations. At the state level, interested parties should
mobilize in a unified effort to seek formation of ETV state
commissions. Section 26 of the Texas legislature's appro-
priations bill, which forbids funding of ETV stations built
in Texas after 1973, should be repealed.

The time for apathy, self-interest, and petty rivalry
is over. Channel 2 should be activated so the channel's
potential can be utilized for the betterment of society.
The history of Channel 2 has been placid and turbulent, with
endless years of quiet disuse interrupted by sporadic out-
bursts of heated legal battles. A diversity of local organi-
zations and people will be needed to get a station on the air.
All must relinquish some power to the common cause. The path
of development will most likely derive from two sources, as
cited by Powell:

A formal but unhurried committee of educationaland civic officials, or an inspired amateur liftingthe torch of ETV for others to catch its light. Earlyleadership then moves into the hands of a recognizedgroup of public spirited men and women who still donot have command status. Finally a powerful figurefrom the inner circle of influence is persuaded totake charge, and the station goes on the air.15

Recommendations for Further Study

It is encouraging that the current civic and educational
leaders of Denton have taken an active interest in Channel 2,
and are making a concerted effort to build a station in Denton.
Not only should the history of their endeavor be recorded, but
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specific studies should be conducted reflecting the practical

and philosophical considerations that either enhance or

encumber the effort. ETV stations across the country should

similarly write their histories before data becomes scattered,

and the founders of the stations die or retire. These studies
will not only serve as a documentation of an important part
of our country's history, but they will also provide an

opportunity for a comparative analysis reflecting the most

expeditious ways to get dormant assignments operational. It

does appear that Channel 2 is at the dawn of its utilization,

but after a quarter of a century of inactivity, it may still
be a long way from darkness to light.
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television.The very thought seems to ind
sleep, utter and complete boredom, and endless tedium for mostpeople.

Most educational T.V. has narrow; limited appeal largely
directed at upper income families, intellectuals, and, ironically.
children. Brief viewing in many areas of the country would also
convince the observer that "educational" television is alsofrequently anything but educational, except in the most narrow* sense.

Educational television is not the medium of thelow to
moderate income majority in American communities nor in those of
Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas. That is not to say that it must be
that way. It is only to say, that is is that way, today.

Yet, all rep sorts, casual observations, and direct organizing
experience indicate that television per se is the media vechicleof the lower income majorities of our country and communities
If.the average viewing time for an American family is iow 3.7
hours per day, one can safely agree with many estimates that low-
working-mediumincomehfamilies 

may have the television set on from5-8 hours per day. This may seem a sad fact but nevertheless itis a correct one, and one that must be reckoned with seriously forthose interested in social change of any kind and certainly the
potential of community organization.

IHAT IS CHANNEL TWO?

Channel 2-VHF is a powerful, unlicensed frequency, and assuch represents a unique and irreplacable opportunity, VF or
oporunty VH

.7 Frequency is on the top of your dial where he major
affiliates operate. Chennhe2--aHFrfe Channel 2-VIis an educational station andreserved as such by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).



It is the Last available UHF station in a major market in the countryThe frequency is assigned to Denton, Texas (30 miles forthewest'of
Dallas and 30 miles northeast of Fort Worth at the top of the metro-
politan triangle), but beams directly into the entire D/FW rtet .opg1The Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex is the l1th.sion

.largest televiinmarket in the country according to recent. ADI rations. Within theVHF viewing area there are no less than 1,024,300 households capable
of recieving unassisted any VHF channel.
THE FAC AND CHANNEL 2: Part I

Some years ago, (1954) when the FCC plotted out available
channels in the country and in Texas, they reserved an educational
channel in the Denton area. They thought that North Texas State
University, located there, would be applyingfor such a station.
For various and sundry reasons, NTSU decided neither to own nor tooperate an educational channel, so Channel 2 remains to .this day, un-.licensed.

In 1958 there were several proposals to remove the educational
reservation from Channel 2 and make it a commercial station in Benton- as in other cities. The FCC refused to move the reservation Citingfinancial problems which were unresolved by the educational institution
and their hope that these problems would disappears

This was not an uncommon practice. Similar steps were taken in"
other areas like' Boulder, Colorado, and Conway, Arkansas, and otherco lerge/university communities. Often though there were alreadyeducational frequencies in the major metropolitan centers themselveswhich made competion without a clear purpose infeasible in these

JLLnze areas, no matter how powerful the frequency.
The short shift though is simple. Channel 2 is the last ofa dead breed. It can be obtained through application, not through
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sale. Certainly, there are UF stations in many ci ties, and these
are not to be overlooked, but Channel 2-VilF is, we believe, a Singular
opportunity.

TI FCC ANT)TilAPIATION PROCESS: PART II

How would one obtain the license to build and operate Channel
2)?

The proces sis not simple, but it is straightforward:

1. A Texas non-profit tax- exempt corporation would beorganized whose by-laws stipulate that the corporation can ownoneor more television or radio stations and operate them.

2. A broad based community board would be consolidated toru.,n the corpo-ratioti, including people from Denton as well as somefryom Dallas and Fort Wlorth.

3. A letter advising-the FCC that tower space would be av-able for rent or lease to the station would be filed with the

4. A comprehensive set of programming would be outlined overa several wek period of time and submitted to the FCC to establishthe kind of comi-munity based, educational program that we bcljiepwould be possible to produced

5. A list of the equipment to bemused (complying with FCCapproved standards) would be filed and a budget for the constructionof the station.

6. A budget for the first years operating funds and ex-penditures would be filed with the FCC.

7. Substantiated pledges guaranteeing the ability to raise boththe construction costs and the operating co-ts would be filed withtheiFC t prinove the aily oF the station to actually get on theair awrl remain on the air.

8. Various lawyers Candengineers and board members wouldsend the application to the FCC and await -IPT)-!_-0Val-
S 9. All goes smoothly, one receives an FCC permit to constructtIe station and a license to operate it.

TTf'y LI IIIJ'r -FOR FILING:

,In order to have an application seen as valid, we. miust file
for Channel 2 by June 1977. The time 5is clarlyrof essence.
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PROBLEM #1: KERA

But, it ibn't that simple, regardless how straightforwar the
process.9 wrte

In Dallas there is currently an educational channel: ChiW13KERA-UHF While we were researching the procedures of obtaining
the station, KERA filed before the FCC for a rulemaking by the
Commission to move the station to Dallas and allow them to operatenot one, but two educational channels.

Let's look at this problem carefully, giventhat the applica
tions would be competing: What are the weaknesses of the KERA
application:

They have no Denton participation.2. They have an existing channel.3. Their board is unre resentative of anything but the most
* specialized strata of Dallas society.

p . They erroneously filed' bot1 a'pleat for rulemaking and an
appicaionfor Channel 2 in the same document which mens hFCcould reject both, or throw one or the other out.Ins'4 ~e ekese f 

nstheFCIn short the wiknesses of other proposal means that any otherapplication lacking such weakenesses could be in better shape tosucceed in winning the channel.

What are the strengths of the KERA application:
Financial backing of the existing station.2. An existing track record.

3. Lower operating costs if they were allowed to move the
frequency, since they would double up their programming.4. A highpowered fast moe bp th i p o r doin the Dallas area. ney, big society board of directors5. Acceptance as.part of the "community" of existing broad-'
cditers in. the Dallas area. rucO

-Mot ofthe strengths of KERA are strengths of their existingstation and will not necessarily convert to Channel 2 and theirapplication If, as is possible, the FCC refuses to allow the moveof the frequency from Denton, most of their strengths, either couldevaporate or turn into liabilities.



Why does KERA want two stations anyway, since it would be
double trouble ahd their existing programming puts them in a weak
position to compete with commercial stations already? The reasons
(according to their press releases) are the following:

1. Channel 2 is a stronger reservation than Channel 13.2. They want to move, their stronger programming to Channel2 and leave their weaker programming on 13.3. They have trouble broadcasting within the metroplex,Their existing range does not include much of Fort Worth and themid-cities as well as Denton. A stronger frequency like Channel2's would give them the range. This is a central motivation.
4. They would prefer to compete against themselves ratherthan another educational broadcaster given their weak programmingtrack record and signal. They are concerned that another educatio-nal broadcaster might crimp their viewership even further.5. Given their selling rates for time they can sell the timemore dearly on Ch. 2 without greatly increasing their operating costs.

PROBLEM #2: Cometin A locations and the Opportunities

Would an "ACORN organized" appJication for -Channel 2 have a
chance before the FCC? Given the weakenesses of the KERA applica-
tion and thejact that they have an existing.station, yes the chances
would be reasonable: better than 50-50- in a fair fight.

But, clearly KERA would contend for the frequency and that
could make the process extremely long, expensive and burdensome,
so why bother?

There are a number of responses to this. point.

First, it impossible that if a strong, competing application
were filed (as we propose) that KERA would withdraw their applications
completely given their weakenesses and the "rulemaking" they have
requested.

Second, it is possible that the two applications would continue

to stand as competitive. If so, remember that the process is differen
than trying to take a station's license away. The process could
stretch out to four years or so, only because the FCC would have to
w6ich t-hne -#- . . .



98it should be assumed that both parties would argue aggressively thattheir individual applications be accepted. There would probably
be an FCC hearing, if all parties continued to compete down to thewire, but.....

Thirdly, the prospects for negotiation are excellent if twoapplications were filed. The negotiations would then involve accessto programming on both existing Cahnnel 13 and contested Channel2. Regular and bulk programming using existing KERA equipment andresources would be a likely outcome of such negotiation. .The reasonthe FCC often -delays decision on contesting applications is to allowfor other agreements to be made in the mutual interests of theparties. In commercial broadcasting applications are often mergedand new corporations with mutual interests are organized as thegoing gets tough. A possible negotiation goal could be consolidation
of the boards on the application andi the running of Channel 2 as ajoint venture between existing Channel 13 and our application forChannel 2. The acceptable programming on Channel 13 (news mainly)

could be negotiated, while the'emphasis of the station as a community
based and supported station along the lines of our application could
be maintained-Both interests would therefore be met, which wouldalso decrease the operating financial burden of both parties as well.
So, the third option we can refer to as "Make a Deal' On the wholewe find this a very attractive option, assuming we -won our fair shareof Lhe bargaining points.- We like the joint venture better than t
guaranteed access to programming, but either under certain conditionscould be acceptable.

Fourthly, KERA could win the station outright.
Fifthly, ACORN interests could win the station outright.



99In summary, the prospects of compet-ing applications' betweenour interests and KERA's can be summed up in a-simple proposition
nothing ventured, nothing gained.

The cost of filing an application is less than $10o. Oncethe application is filed, then we have the opportunity to win thestation outright or to negotiate favorably to access or partner-
ship on the station. Once the application is filed, it is in-
evitable that something will be won impacting the broadcasting
throughout the metroplex. The only loss (besides the small
investment of .$1OOO) is if no application is filed and the
station is forefieted as a capitive station to KERA. Then at thebest, Channel 2 becomes more "same ol' same ol"' and at the worst,and this is plenty bad, the opportunity is potentially lost for-ever of low to moderate income people having viable access and con-- trol of any television medium in the Dallas/Fort Worth area. Soall the options continue to argue persuasively for- this project
to be attempted vigorously.

Another advantage of this application, which can not be
discounted, is that KERA does not expect a competing application,which is why their current filing is so slipsh. d and weak. A
reasonable expectation on their part since no one has filed for theChannel in its 23 year history.

FILING AN APPLICATION: SECONDARY BENEFITS
The. secondary advantages to filing an application are also

significant, and we would judge worthwhile based on the limited
financial risks involved compared to any other significant organiz-
ing campaigns.

One of the largest assets of filing would be creating a forum
for the discussion of the rights and obligations of broadcasters
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to provide programming in the interest of the low to moderate
income community which encompasses the majority of the metroplex.

Media as a whole, particularly broadcast media, exert
tremendous and unaccountable power in impacting on the thinkir gand
action of people as a community. The only existing forums for
dispute and discussion of the public's rights and the media's
obligations and responsibility to the public are either constant
and risky carping and confrontation in which inevitably the pro-
ponents are 1-abled as irresponsible and venally self-interested by
the media. The knee jerk reaction from existing broadcasters is
to protect their community of interest -- shoulder up and protect
the flanks throughout the ranks -- put their heads in the dirt
and correctly expect that the FCC will protect their rights, be-
cause abuses have to be past"fraudulent in brder to win either
a license challenge or FCC complaints, which are the existing
non-confrontation options.

Filing an application for an unlicensed frequency opens up a
complete forum for serious discussion and negotiation of the
obligations of broadcasters and the rights of the citizen viewers.
Not only is it a responsible course of action in and of itself, but
it also constructively in the programming part of the application

gives viable. options for all broadcasters by example and practice.
One can easily see the following potential effects:
1. Accountability structures opened up by all existing stations.

Obviously, if ACORN and others are willing to go into the business
of broadcasting themselves, and given that the threat implied is
sever, broadcasters will be bending over backwards to protect their
licenses from what they fear could be challenges mounted by the
organization in the future. Potentially, we could end up contri-
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number of stations.

2. Given the uniqueness of Channel 2 nationally, the
potential that this debate on broadcast time and the citizen's
rights to it could extend nationally in other forums as well.
This application will be difficult to pigeonhole. It will be
solid. It will not be based on any simple or complex claim ofdiscrimination against segments of the community, but will un-
iquely address the rights of the community as a wholeto the

-. esourcetyasa 
and tothresource and public responsibilities of the medium.

3. Obviously the publicity that will accompany this
forum will be widespread in Texas and perhaps beyond.

4. The media itself will effectively be made an issue in
the D/FW area and the campaign because of the afore-mentio

. . .afoe-mntined
reasons could be effectively addressed on many levels. This points significant because the usual around the media only
relate to their operation as institutional structures: hiring,
public affairs time, etc., rather than the substance of their
programming and orientation. Making this a public arena issue isa tremendous and invaluable asset in terms of low to moderate
income constitutencies and their issues, on the long and
short term in the metroplex.

PROEM #3 "P r" MONEY

M oney is an obvious, but deceptive, problem in applying
for Channel 2. There are two kinds of money. The first is "papermoney" or pledges for the construction of the station and th-

- e sttion n the f
years operating costs. These substantiated pledges are requiredby the FCC to show that the applicant: has the ability to put
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together the financial base of the station, were a permit to construct
and a license to operate granted to the applicant by the FCC.

"Paper money" is not real money. Paper money is not spent.
- The actual money needed for construction and operating are not

necessarily related in any way to the pledges for the application
process.. The pledges are "contingent" pledges - contingent on
receiving the permit and/or license from the FCC and are only
good when and if that happens. The station would plan to never
use its pledges- and would do everything within its power to never
allow the pledges to be honored in actual money. But the pledgeshave to be valid, substantiated, and made in good faith. Fund

..mentally, they are "credit lines" as opposed to spending money.
The pledges are substantiated in the time-honored trad

of all corporate ventures: balance sheets, net worth statements
partial asset balance sheets, trusts, securities or letter from
bankers stating their willingness to loan the amount of the pledge,
if it is required. Along with the amount of the pledge, one sub-
mits the substantiation as part of the application to the FCC.

The pledges have to cover the two costs mentioned earlier:
construction and the first year's operating. Practically speakingthe pledges (in order to make the station competitive and valid)
need to exceed $l;oooooo. We would recommend a strategy of
overpledging" those limits by 2:1, 3:1 or whatever might be raised.

The goal for pledges would then be about $2,000,000. (it is impor-
tant to note that KERA has pledged #3000,000. See appendix).

One of the benefits of this strategy is that the pledgers,
no matter how cautious, would clearly realize that even if their
worst fears came to pass, which we will argue later is improbable

if not virtually impossible, than only a percentage of their plecIe
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was in jeopardy because of any financial catastrophe of the station
Obviously, after construction and after the first Year's operation
of the station, the pledges are voided as a matter of course.
In non-commercial radio, which we have researched extensively wehave determined that pledges have never been "-hd in" to date.
PROBLEM #4: Actual Money

There are a number of ways to look at this problem. Harkingback to the earlier options which outlined the POSsibilitiesof
getting the permit outright or negotiating with KERA. On anynegotiated settlement with the Public Communication Foundation of
North Texas (parent of KERA and their Channel 2 application) there
would never be any need for actual money other than the legal and
out of pocket costs which we believe to be absorabl4 by ACORN.

But, on the assumption thatwe succeeded in our application
where would we find the actual money for the station.. We think anumber of sources are possible and Preferably'a' combination of allthe sources would be the most desireable,

Construction Funds: Pledgers: Pledgers for the permitshould be-aaked to make a sustaining annual pledge for an actual.contribution (from $50-1000) if the station is approved by the FCC.The goal would be to raise $50,000 this way.
2. "Let thePeople Decide:" We would run a canvassing crew

for the benefit of the station. The crew would talk to people
throughout the city and state, asking them if the stin ion
is needed, what they want to hear in programming, and whether or notthey would support the station with a-contributionrtog erif-

a cotribtio toge it

the air. In canvassing programs run for ACORN and several of its
issues, we have found that a good deal of money can be raised in
this manner, if it i dthi mane, is done responsibly and effieciently We-Y upc
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vantage of this approach is its recruitinent of listeners and the
fact that theit*r support determines the features and future of thestation.

3. Banks: Banks will loan money using the equipmentitself
as the collateral. So, the station could be constructed as soon as20-30% was raised in actual money for the downpayment to secure
the loan. In other words we could build once $100,000 was raised

- - depending on how soon we want to go into debt and how quickly we
want to construct the station.

Operating Funds:

Raising the money to operate the station on a yearly basisand pay off the loans could/should be done in the following ways:

1. The basic support of the annual sustaining contributions.

$50,000
* 2. The station would be listener-supported. Most non-com-

mercial stations- are. KERA for example raises more than a million
dollars a year in this manner. The experience in non-commercial radio
similar to what a community based effort would be is that 2% of thelisteners who tune into the station over a month, will follow upwith a donation. If we only had a 1% ADI rating -- which is as poorly 1as you can do -- it would work this way. Dallas/Fort Worth is the
l1th largest market with 1,024,3000 households. 1% would be 10,243household listerners from the word go. 2% of that total 'faking
contributions averaging $10 apiece would mean $2048.60 per month frontthe outset.

$24,583.20
3. We would continue to run the canvassing program in themetroplex. in order to build the listenership and raise the operating

revenue. The potential of the program based on commonly agreed
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statistics of direct solicitatio is that Dallas/Fort Worth the netwould be $150,000 to $200,000 per year.

$100,000.00
4. Although non-commercial stations cannot have "sponsores"

per se, individuals, corporations, organizations, or whomever canmake it possible to present a program. Xerox and IBM do this allthe time on educational TV programming. Credit can be given, butthe station can not advertise or promote the sponsor. We feel thatefforts should be made to encourage sources to provide and support
specific programming in their own interest and that of the communityi At the least, the cost of production could be offset for- many showsin this manner. Some stations are completely supported this way butwe will assume that the early expectations of this approach should

'be low.
$'30,000.00

5. And of course, one-can contract andell time-.--.. as longas the purpose continues to be non-commercial and educational. KERA
n their application has already cofitracted to sell the Dallas CountyCommunity College Distridt.1800 hours at nearly per year

for the next 15 years. (See appendix) We could assume that if wegot the station rather than KERA, a similiar deal could be negotiatedbut it would be wiser to assume that some time can be sold and thatwe probably would not want to sell quite as much to one source asKERA has proposed. 
100

tUsing these methods the operating
budget of $304,583 could beraised.

PR OG rAMM 11NG

Could we fill the time? Could th
dhe programs be "good"?. Whatdo people want-to see? Surely, the concept breaks down at thepoint of programming? What do any of us know about it?
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Although the most flippant answer is simply that we probably
know as much, if not more, than any other broadcaster-- when they
began, which is certainly true, the questions deserve a more through
answer than just the expectation of natural competency.

We think the programming is the least of the problems
and the easiest to solve. Remember we are setting up a structure
to "let the public decide" so that should constitute a reasonable
"market survey" of our potential audience in order to guide us.

Furthermore, our own partial interviews and KERA's expensive
survey reveal that what people want to see and hear addressed are(not surprisingly to us) the very issues that ACORN has agressively
.been pursuing in Texas and elsewhere in the country: housing, utility
rates, property tax, senior citizen programs, health, mass trans-
portation, and broad based community leadership .and involvement.
unquestionably then, we know more about the issues and in many
cases what people want.done..about them. So, the only real question
is; could we put them on the screen? We can't, but we know people
who can. Even without them, any legitimate effort in this area
would surpass what is currently being done in the metroplex market
or exists in the KERA application.

Philosophically, our agenda for the station would not be to
raise the cultural standards and taste of the citizens of metropolis.
tan Dallas, but rather to preset the "educational" program in thmost palatable way possible. Why not broadcast ballgames, hearings,
council meetings, country music concerts, or anything else? Why 1xt
run movies produced by something other than National Geographic? 1hynot compete for the viewers against commercial stations? Why notgive people a voice and access? And, of the 119 hours we could
broadcast (or more?) at the worst we could open the air to the
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DCCD for their 35 hours a week or less and still have a better
program. Public affairs and educational programming are boring
once one removes the controversy and excitment from them and
anestethizes them on the screen, but why should we? If we didn't.
how would the viewers respond? We can not know until we do it, butthere is no reason for us to believe that it is impossible, simply
because it is not shown in current television. In fact, we would
submit that people would respond to the issues and excitment in thesame way they respond to ACORN and its other techniques. Why not?

Out guess is that the question will not be one of having
too much time to fill, but one of having too little. The only realobstacle ig having sufficient financing to produce the programming
not the quantity or the quality. We think both of those can be
handled in good measure and with good,responge.

In the same way that we are proposing an experiment in
attempting to gain access to public .television of the low to
moderate income citizens of the Dallas/Fort Worth area, we are alsoproposing that the programming should be equally experimental
and innovative. With a lot of failures probably, but with unlimited
potential for success. It is a last opportunity in many ways to evenhave the experiment, so its certainly worth learning the tricks ofthe trade and getting the best teachers and our own resources
organized to develop the programming.

But, how good does it have to be, to be better? Not very.
And importantley, no matter what else we know, we do know

what we want.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:

Is Channel 2 the"last chance." yes for non-commercial
educational VHF, but there are certainly other Possibilities they
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First there are still UF stattherehare stilbU- s ions, even some commercial,that have not been licensed The stations are weaker; the processif anything tougher; and the money to Pledge, construct, and poera

is roughly , andivari r o g l q a e, t h e l a r g e s t w e a k n e s s i s
themake i ared s simply thatthe market is already developed for UHF, while that of

VHF is perhaps 10 years away.

We would believe and would argue, that it maklearn he roes sense to
- learn the ropes- now by negotiating and Potentially winnirhnnl hiete- wning thechannel whi the oen 

moving to develop
other opportunities as our experience increases.

SoiwererbfdS, If we are rebuffed here, we should warn that the conceptas an educational to . e s cn pt,
as a ed cat i on; as a voice for citizens especially the lowto moderate income constitutency and as an organizing

dh1 tool is soundand should be put 
it continues to look attractiveand feasible, we would think 

ot mlct ateepr.,

ence whereever Possible.

But, all that is another matter for another time in other
Places. Channel 2 is available now, not later not ever after. Webelieve that regardless of the other options it
that people should be allowed to control and iate

SUMMARY-communicate..SUjRY:-

e feel that an application for Channel 2 inDe
is practical and feasible especially as an n . nton, Texas

Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex. as al ortazi f

At the bottom line we are talkopositio
approved or negotiated where for virtually pennies we would have
the right, license, and ability to communicate with and to tens of
thousands of people simultaneously (perhaps hundreds of thousands)
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through North Texas.

We have a stake in the political and social change mandated
by low to moderate income majority of this area and Texas as a whole,Often we are blocked by our inability, practically and financially
to communicate with our constitutency: to educate, to activate
and to organize.

Within the coming months arid years, this tremendous tool forachieving our goals as a people and as a community within the state- could be lost. Lost to another broadcaster. Lost to the interests
of the TV social club of KERA. Lost to colleges ool systems.
Lost forever.

If we do not win access to the station or the station itself
then we can never have it in the future. The channels will be
exhausted. The finances of buying existing stations would make .allof them prohibitive and our efforts ludicrous (not $3 million but15 million plus). If we have the station, we have it vir tally
forever. We grow with the community, and time only streng thens thevalidity of the station and its goals.

Importantly, a television station guarantees our voice. Itguarantees our right and ability to speak, to be seen,' to be heard.
We do not have that right with existing newspapers, TV or most radiostations. Our voice, coupled with the on-going work we are doinc,
enables us to build a community of interest and activity with ourgoals throughout North Texas and the metroplex and within the stateat a fairly minimum expense compared to the maximum Doinl

If the religious broadcasters on radio, the political can-didates on TV, and the demogauges of every stripe in all media fullof .fire and brimstone, have learned that they can build their strength
in this way, then why not organizations of low to moderate income
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We can no .longer think of a single rea sngl rason why not.

The station is available, accessible and feasible All wehave to do is submit a valid application in order to compete for
the right to communicate Furthermore, the better we compete th
better our odds of wnigt

o winning the station. The only risk is in losingthe opportunity that now exists d,and learning too late what mighthave been possible.

It is easy to dream about what might be Possible with a
station. We have studied the problem and have become

h eomeconverted -othat dream, because our experience and too often Yours swell-~~~~ hnyusas l asbeen living in the nightmare.

We want to share the dream, not only with you, but with thepeople of the Dallas/Fort Worth area who ask only for the media toVisualize and hear it. But, most importantly, we want to live edream, not the nightmare, for a change.

We need your help and support to make this dream into reality.



- APPENDIX: Analysis of KERA qpplication

WHO IS KERA?

To say that KERA represents the "who's who" of 'Dallas is an
understatement. KERA's board is the "who's who!"

There are 48 people listed on the board. Some are reprtsen"
tatives of KERA and some are unknown to us, but the rest are easily
discernable. some of the names can be recognized anywhere in the
country:

1. Board Chairmen: Ralph Rogers. Rogers is also Chairman
of Texas Industries.

2.. Secretary: Joseph Nelson. Nelson is attorney for Centex
Corporation a major oil operation in the country.

The following are simply directors on the board:

1. Malcolm K. Brachman -- oil and life insurance interests.

2. Jack O'Callaghan -- corporate executive -- Xerox Corporation.

3. C. Eugene Coker -- general contractor and one of the biggest
in D FW.

4. Michael J. Collins - Presiaent -- Fidelity Union Life Insurz

5. A. EArl Cullum, Jr. -- President, A. Earl Cullum Associates,
Consulting. Engineers. Family. has a street in Dallas named after
them.

6. Sam F. Holmes, Jr Banking

7. Betty B. Marcus -- Mrs. Marcus lists herself as a "housewife"
but D magazine lists her as one of the 10 most powerful women
in Dalas because of her fundraising ability and her husband:
Stanley Marcus, founder of Neiman-Marcus.

8. Mrs. John D. Murchison -- another plain housewife, but the
house she keeps is that of one of the largest oil operators and
magnets in the country.

9. Russell 11. Perry Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive
Officer, Republic Financial Services, Inc.

10. John McNaughton -- independent oil producer

11. Lee Fikes -- President, Bonanza Oil Corporation

12. Cecil H. Green -- retired, but when he did so, he retired
as founder and hionorary director of Texas Instruments, Inc.

13. James L. Hemmingson -- Vice President, Republic National
Bank of Dallas.

14. Davis Hize -- Chairman of the Board, Tracy-Locke Co., Inc.
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for. funds for KERA-TV in that same year. Big business and big
charity combine for big bucks.

2. First National Bank in Dallas: But, if that doesn't
satisfy, the First National BanWis "holding available...a $3,200,*00
loan..." under the most favorable terms (9% interest and most of the
payments coming after the 3rd year of the stations' operation).

3. Ford.Foundation: But, that's not all. The Ford Foundation
has graciously consented to be the "gurantor" on the First National
loan on up to 50% of the balance, 50% of the collateral equipment,
and any lossess resulting from the loan.

4. Dallas County Community College District: Enough? NO.
The DCCCD has signed a 15 year contract with the proposed Channel 2
and that contract will repay the actual loan if one is needed, so
the continued existence of that contract is a "contingency" on the
loan.

If you stayed with us from start to finish, the picture is as
clear as all major corporate/civic operations can ever hope to be.
The model is not exactly easy for us to duplicate: start with the
biggest board possible with a healthy sprinkling of business and
banks;. get a consortium of all the business, utility, financial an.d
yhilantrophic community to raise your money; get one of the biggest
anks in the country to handle the shortfall; guarantee the bank

with the assets and commitment of the largest foundation in America;
and commit a local public institution to contract with the station
sufficiently to pay the note.

Signed, sealed, and delivered, you then would have a facility
to broadcast in the public interests, of Dallas.and the metroplex.
Right? -Wrong, we hope.

THE IRONY OF COMMUNITY NEED

KERA commissioned a survey to determine the top 10 comm unity
problems and pointed out how its programming would address these
concerns.

Among the top 10 issue areas were mass transportation,
environment, building broad-based community leaders, housing for low
income and seniors, and the high costs of utilities and food and
living in general. Examining there minimal efforts to meet these
needs, produces some of the most unbelievable ironies exceeding r.ot
only any well based sense of humor, but also virtually any sense of
taste as well.

This surely says that the very leadership of KERA is one the
dominant Dallas issues. KERA intends to deal with the problem, rot
by increasing access to the broad-based community but by "adult
basic education and Fnulish as.a Second Langu1age" and a show wi:h
the alluring title o E You--ThSupervisor" Absurdl The notion that
the broad based community already possess in its neighborhoods
and work places tremendous untapped leadership strength and resources
with ACORN, labor unions, churches, and others have continually proven,
simply never occurs to KERA and its "leadership."
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the Underhthe issue of "cost: of living" the survey showed thatproblem here was high utility bills, food-prices, and propertytaxes and low wages. Given thehframework of the board and stationit is too much to presume that the programming of Channel 2 undertheir stewarCship would address these issues. They propose showsentitled "Consumer Survival Kit the Consumer Experience, Woman,andthe elr Tjo o f the SWows presumably woudjhvemerits individually, it seems futile to presume that these woulddeal with issues as defined by people in any way other than simplygiving "tips."

They lump the problems of "mass transportation,"i "housing,"ands"revitalization of the community" under the programs ofNewsroom, Urban Plannina, North Texas Roundup, and a show entitledsE~e 17 Buines whch's ncompre Lesibel to the un-initiate n short the stated KERA plan to program on these iesis to simply report the progress of the problems in the news showsthey intend to -run.

Thesonly thing interesting in the survey is its documentationof the reasons for the organizing success in Dallas of ACORN. Thereal irony of the survey is the unwillingness and disinterest ofthe station to even attempt to plan for realistic programming toimpact on the situations. An alternative to this nothing, would bevirtually anything.

POSTSCRIPT:

b I

By FCC regulations the station must have a "public file"including their application and all the other relevant documents.In order to analyse the need and feasibility for an application forChannel 2, we of course wanted to inspect the KERA application forthe channel.

Breaking addozen FCC regulations, the station tried to preventus from seeing and making a copy of the application. Given theanalysis before you, we finally understand why the risk seemed worthit to them.

Had we written the same things and been the same people, wewould have guarded it with our lives as well,:.But, we won't, wearen't, and we need not.
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